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Preface
'l'lris is a revised and much enlarged edition of. Introdwction to Matkernatical,
l,ogic, Part.I, which was published in 1944 as one of the Annals of Mathetturtics Studies. In spite of extensive additions, it remains an introduction
nrthcr than a comprehensive treatise. It is intended to be used as a textbook
lry students of mathematics, and also within limitations as a re{erence work.
As a textbook it offers a beginning course in mathematical logic, but
l)r()supposes some substantial mathematical background.
An added feature in the new edition is the inclusion of many exercises
for the student. Some of these are of elementary character, straightforward
illustrations serving the purpose of practice; others are in effect brief skett:lu:s of difficult developments to which whole sections of the main text might
Iurve been devoted; and still others occupy various intermediate positions
lx:tween these extremes. No attempt has been made to classify exercises
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IN TTIE UNITED

STATES OF AMEruCA

systematically according to difficulty. But for routine use by beginning
sttrdents the following list is tentatively suggested as a basis for selection:
12.3-L2.9, 14.0-14.8, 15.0-15.3, 15.9, 15.I0, r8.0-18,3, 19.0-19.7, 19.9,
lll.I0, 23.1-23.6, 24.0-24.5, 30.0-30.4 (with assistance if necessary), 34.0,
:14.3-34.6, 35.1, 35.2, 38.0*38.5, 39.0, 41.0, 43.0, 43.1, 43.4, 45.0, 45.1,
48.0-48.11, 62.0, 52.1, 54.2-54.6, 55.t, 55.2, 55.22, 56.0-56.2, 57.0-57.2.
The book has been cut off rather abruptly in the middle, in order that
Volume I may be published, and at many places there are references forward
to passages in the still unwritten Volume II. In order to make clear at least
the general intent of such references, a tentative table of contents of Volume
II has been added at the end of the table of contents of the present volume,
and references to Volume II should be understood in the light of this.
Volume I has been written over a period of years, beginning in 1947,
and as portions of the work were completed they were made available in
manuscript form in the Fine Hall Library of Princeton University. The work
was carried on during regular leave of absence from Princeton University
from September, 1947, to February 1, 1948, and then under a contract of
Princeton University with the United States Office of Naval Research from
February I to June 30, 1948. To this period should be credited the Introduction and Chapters I and II
although some minor changes have been made

-
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Introduction
't'his introduction contains a number of preliminary explanations, which

it scems are most suitably placed at the beginning, though many will beloruc clearer in the light of the formal development which follows. The
r

TENTATIVE TABLE OF CONTENTS OF VOLUME TWO

Functional Calculi of Higher Order.
CHAPTER VI.
CHAPTER VII. Second Order Arithmetic. (The Logistic System A2.)
CHAPTER VIII. Gddel's Incompleteness Theorems.
Recursive Arithmetic.
CHAPTER IX.
An Alternative Formulation of the Simple Theory of
CHAPTER X.
Types.

CHAPTER XI.
CHAPTER XII.

Axiomatic Set Theory.
Mathematical Intuitionism.

r,irrler to whom the subject is new is advised to read the

introduction through

then return to it later after a study of the first few chapters of the book.
liootnotes may in general be omitted on a first reading.

orr<:c,

00. Logic. Our subject is logic-or, as we may say more fully, in order
lo rlistinguish from certain topics and doctrines which have (unfortunately)
lxtrr called by the same name, it is lormal logic.
'l'raditionally, (formal) logic is concerned with the analysis of sentences
rrr o[ propositionsl and of proofz with attention to the form,in abstraction
Irorrr the malter. This distinction between form and matter is not easy to
rrrirl<c precise immediately, but it may be illustrated. by examples.
'l o take a relatively simple argument for illustrative purposes, consider

llrt: followingi

I

Brothers have the same surname; Richard and Stanley are brothers;

Stanley has surname Thompson; therefore Richard has surname
'fhompson.
l,.r'r,ryday statement of this argument would no doubt leave the first of the
llrrcr: premissess tacit, at least unless the reasoning were challenged; but
rSco

$04.
tlrr the
light both of recent work and of

some aspects oI traditional Iogic we must
lrr:rc, besides proof, such other relationships among sentences or propositions as
r,rn l,(! treated in the same manner, i.e., with regard to form in abstraction from tho
nrirllr.r. These include (e.g.) disproof, compatibility; also partial confirmation, which
l,r nrrlxrrtant in connection with inductive reasoning (cf. C. G. Hempel it The Journal
,,1 \t'rrlnlic Logic, vol. 8 (1943), pp. f 22-143).
llrrt. no cloubt these relationships both can and should be reduced to that of proof,
l,y rrrrrking suitable additions to the object language (907) if necessary. E.g., in reference
l" ,rr ir.l)I)ropriate formalized language as object language, disproof of a proposition or
,,,'nlr'n(:o may be identified with proof of its negation. The corresponding reduction of
llrc rrotions of compatibility and confirmation to that of proof apparently requires
rrrorlrrl krgic-ir, subject which, though it Lrelongs to {ormal logic, is beyond the scope

trll

r,l l lris

lxroh-

ll,irlkrwing (1. S. I'circc (antl others) we adopt the spelling premiss for the logical
lr,rru trr rlistingrrish it from fromisc in othcr senses, in particular to distinguish the
l,lruirl frorrr thc lcgal tarlnt .premiscs

\oll
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for purposes of logical analysis all premisses must be set down explicitly.
The argument, it may be held, is valid from its form alone, independently
of the matter, and independently in particular of the question whether the
premisses and the conclusion are in themselves right or wrong. The reasoning
may be right though the facts be wrong, and it is just in maintaining this
distinction that we separate the form from the matter.

For comparison with the foregoing example consider

II

also:

Complex numbers with real positive ratio have the same amplitude;

t - t/i1l

and

a.r

are complex numbers with real positive ratio; al has

amplitude 2nl3; therelore

I - t/ip n^, amplitude

2z/3.

This may be held to have the same form as I, though the matter is different,
and therefore to be, like I, valid from the form alone.
Verbal similarity in the statements of I and II, arranged at some slight
cost of naturalness in phraseology, serves to highlight the sameness of
form. But, at least in the natural languages, such linguistic parallelism
is not in general a safe guide to sameness of logical form. Indeed, the
natural languages, including English, have been evolved over a long
period of history to serve practical purposes of facility of communication,
and these are not always compatible with soundness and precision of

logical analysis.

To illustrate this last point, let us take two further examples:

III I

have seen a portrait of John Wilkes Booth; John Wilkes Booth
assassinated Abraham Lincoln; thus I have seen a portrait of an
assassin of Abraham Lincoln.

IV I

have seen a portrait of somebody; somebody invented the wheeled

vehicle; thus

I

have seen a portrait of an inventor of the wheeled

vehicle.

The argument

III will be recognized

as valid, and presumably from the
logical form alone, but IV as invalid. The superficial linguistic analogy of
the two arguments as stated is deceptive. In this case the deception is quickly
dispelled upon going beyond the appearance of the language to consider the
meaning, but other instances are more subtle, and more likely to generate
real misunderstanding. Because of this, it is desirable or practically necessary
for purposes of logic to employ a specially dcvisecl languagc, a lormalizcd
language as we shall call it, which shall rcversc thc tcndcncy of the natural
langttagcs :urd sh:rll follow or rcprotlrrcc tlrr: krgicul forrn --:rt thc cxpcnsc,

NAMES

whcre necessary, of brevity and facility of communication. To adopt a
lxrrticular formalized language thus involves adopting a particular theory
or system of logical analysis. (This must be regarded as the essential feature
of t formalized language, not the more conspicuous but theoretically less
irnportant feature that it is found convenient to replace the spelled words
of rnost (written) natural languages by single letters and various special

syrnbols.)

r\

01. Names. One kind of expression which is familiar in the natural
l:rrrguages, and which we shall carry over also to formalized languages, is the
I'n4tcr narne. Under this head we include not only proper names which are
rrrlritrarily assigrred to denote in a certain way-such names, e.g., as

"ltt'mbrandt," "Caracas," "Sirius," "the Mississippi," "The Odyssey,"
also names having a structure that expresses some analysis
of lhc way in which they denote.a As examples ol the latter we may cite:
"fivt: hundred nine," which denotes a certain prime number, and in the way

"r,ight"-but

r.xpressed by the linguistic structure, namely as being five times a hundred

lrlrrs rrine; "the author of. Waaeil.ey," which denotes a certain Scottish
rrovr:list, namely Sir Walter Scott, and in the particular way expressed. by
tlrt. lirrguistic structure, namely as having written Waveiley; "Rembrandt's
lrirtlrplir.ce"; "the capital of Venezuela"; "the cube of 2."
'l lrr: rlistinction is not always clear in the natural languages
between the
lwo l<inds of proper names, those which are arbitrarily assigned to have a
rr.rlirin meaning (primitive proper names, as we shall say in the case of a
lorrrrrrlized language), and those which have a linguistic structure of meanrrrlifrrl lrarts. E.g., "The Odyssey" has in the Greek a derivation from
''()rlysscus," and it may be debated whether this etymology is a,mere
rrr,rllr.r of past history or whether it is still to be considered in modern
l,.rr11lish that the name "The Odyssey" has a structure involving the name
"()rlysscus." This uncertainty is removed in the case of a formalized
l,rrrlirurgt:

by fixing and making explicit the forrnation rules of

the

lrrrrlirr:rge ($07).
'I

lrcrr,is not yet a theory of the meaning of proper names upon which

'Wc cxtctt<l thc usual meaning ol proper name in l}:,is manner because such alternative
or singular lerm have traditional associations which we wish to
rrr.,,rrl. 'l lrt: single word name would serve the purpose except for the necessity of
rf r',lrrrgrrislring lrom the cornnort names (or general namesl which occur in the natural
lrilrguirlir,s, iuttl hcroaftcr wc shall often Say simply narne.
\V,, rlo ust: thc wortl lenn, b:ut in its everyday meaning of an item of terminology,
rrrrl rrot. with irrry rcfcrencc to the traditional doctrine of "categorical propositions"
l,,r nrr ils singul'ar na,nte

lt

Ilrr, liht:
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general agreement has been reached as the best. Full discussion of the
question would take us far beyond the intended scope of this book. But it
is necessary to outline briefly the theory which will be adopted here, due in
essentials to Gottlob Frege.s
The most conspicuous aspect of its meaning is that a propel name always
is, or at least is put forward as, a Tta.rne of something. We shall say that a

its

proper name d,enotes| or narmesT that of which it is a name. The relation
between a proper name and what it denotes will be called the name relation,s
6See his paper, "ueber sinn und Bedeutung," ir Zeitsckrilt liir Philosophie undphitosophisihe-K;iilh, vol. 100 (1892), pp- 25-50. (There are an Italian translation of
inir fy L. Geymonai in Gottloi pvege,Aritmetica e Logica (1948), p-p.-215-252, and
English translltions by Max Blackin The Philosophical Re1iea,.vo|' !7 (f9a8), pp'

2O7'-2gA,

and by Herbert Feigl in Read,ings in Phitosophical. Anal.ysis^ (19a9), pp.

86-102.'See reviews of these {n The Journot ol Symbotic Logic, vol' l3 (19a8), pp'
152-153, and vol. 14 (1949), pp. I84-I85.)
A similar theory, but with sdrie essential differences, is proposed by Rudolf Carnap
in his recent book Meaming and Necessity (1947)A radically different theory is that of Bertr'and Russell, developed in a paper in
Mind,, vol.14 (1905), pp. 4zs-49S; in the Introduction to the first volume ol Principio
Mathimatioa (ir, e.-N. Wtitehead and Bertrand Russell, I9l0); and in a_number of
more recent pu"blications, among them Russell',s book, An Inquiry into. Meaning. c>
a rejection of proper
Truth (194$), The doctrine of Russell amounts very nearly

-to
nam"s irregularities o{ the natural languages which are to be eliminated in constructing
"s
category of proper
a
narrow
ttris
allowing
oi
by
falls
short
It
a formalized."Ianguage.
uames which must be names of sense qualitie! that ard known by acquaintance, and
which, in Fregean terms, have Bedeulung but not Sinn.'
6In the usag:e of J. S. Mill, and of others following him, not only.a singular name
(proper narhe In ouiterminology) but also a common or general name is said to denote,
with the difference that the fiimer denotes only one thing, the latter, many things.
E.g., the commori name "man" is said to denote Rembrandt; also to denote Scott;

also

to denote Frege; etc.

In the {ormalir"d-lrogo"g"s which we shall study, the nearest analogues of the common name will be the airiibte and the lorrn (see g02). And we prefer to use a different
terminology for variables and forins than that of denoting-in particular because we
wish to pi".".rr" the distinction oi a prop"t name, or conitant, from a form which is
concurrent to a constant (in the sense-of f02),.and from a variable which has one thing
only in its range. In what follows, there{ore, we sh.all speak of proper names only as
denoting.
From-another point of view common names may be thought of as represented' in the
formalized languiges, not by variablqs or fbrms, but by proper names of classes (class
constants). ll"iceih" usage has also arisen according to ;hich a proper name of a class
is said to denote the vario"us grembers of the class, We shall not {ollow this, but shall
,. denoting the class itself. (Here'we agree with MiIl,
speak of a proper name of ,
collective name, or proper name of a class, {rom. a common
a singular "iu..
*no aistingolstres
"name,
callin! the latter a "name of i clJss" only in the distributive sense of
or general

beiig a name o{ each"individual.)
?We

thus translate Frege's bed,eutenby denote or

nar?4e.

The verb lomeon we reserve

for general use, in reference to possible different kinds of meaning.
.dhe name reiation is properly iternary relation, among a language., a word

or phrase
of the language, and a de-notltion. But it may be treated as binary by fixing the language
in a particulir context. Similarly one shouid speak of the denotation of a r.ame with
respict to a la*guage, omitting the latter qualifi&tion only when the language has been

Iixed or when otherwise no misunderstanding can result'
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and the thinge denoted will be called the denotation. For instance, the proper
name "Rembrandt" will thus be said to denote or name the Dutch artist
Rembrandt, and he will be said to be the denotation of the name "Rembrandt." Similarly, "the author of Waaeiley" denotes or names the Scottish
author, and he is the denotation both of this name and of the name "Sir

Walter Scott."
That the meaning of a proper name does not consist solely in its denotation
may be seen by examples of names which have the same denotation though
their meanings are in some sense different. Thus "Sir Walter Scott" and
"the author oI Watteil,ey" have the same denotation; it is contained in the
meaning of the first name, but not of the second, that the person named is
a knight or baronet and has the given name "'Walter" and surname "Scott"'10
and it is contained in the meaning of the second name, but not of the Iirst,
that the person named wrote Waaeiley (and indeed as sole author, in view
of the definite article and of the fact that the phrase is put forward as a
proper name). To bring out more sharply the di{ference in meaning of the
two names let us notice that, if two names are synonyr/tous (have the same
meaning in all respects), then one may always be substituted for the other
without change of meaning. The sentence, "Sir Walter Scott is the author of
Waueiley," has, however, a very different meaning from the sentence, "Sir
Walter Scott is Sir Walter Scott" : for the former dentence conveys an important
fact of literary history of which the latter gives no hint. This difference in
meaning may lead to a difference in truth when the substitution of one name
for the other occurs within certain contexts.ll E.g., it is true that "George IV
once demanded to know whether Scott was the author of lilaoeil,ey"; but
false that "George IV once demanded to know whether Scott was Scott."12
word thing is here used in its widest sense, in short for anything namable.
term prcPer name is often iestricted to names of this kind, i.i., which have
&s part of theii meaning that the denotation is so called or is or was entitled to be so
called. As already explained, we are not making such a restriction.
Though it is, properly speaking, irrelevant to the discussion here, it is o{ interest to
rccall that Scotf did ma[e use of "the author of Wauerley" as a pseudonym during the
time that his authorship of the Waverley Novels was kept secret.
uContexts, namely, which render the occurrences of the names oblique in the sense
eThe

10The

oxplained below.
rrThe particular example is due to Bertrand Russell; the point which

to

Frege.

it illustrates,

This now famous question, put to Scott himself in the indirect lorm o{ a toast "to the
ruthor of Wauerley'; at a dinner at which Scott was present; was met by him with a flat
<lonial, "Sire, I am not the author of Waaerley." We may therefore enlarge on the
oxample by remarking that Scott, despite a pardonalle departure from.the truth, did
not riean io go so Iai as to deny his self-identity (as if he had said "I am not I")'
And his hearers surely. did not so understand him, though sotne must have shrewdly
guossed the deception as to his authorship ol Wauerley.
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Therefore, besides the denotation, we ascribe to every proper name another kind of meaning, the sense,L| saying, e.g., that "Sir Walter Scott"
and "the author of Waaeiley" have the same denotation but different senses.u Roughly, the sense is what is grasped when one understands a name,15
and it may be possible thus to grasp the sense of a name without having
knowledge of its denotation except as being determined by this sense. If, in
particular, the question "Is Sir Walter Scott the author of. Waaerley?" is

in an intelligent demand for new information, it must be that the
questioner knows the senses of the names "Sir Walter Scott" and "the
author olWauerley" without knowing of their denotations enough to identify
them certainly with each other.
We shall say that a name denotes or ndrnes its denotation and exfressesr$
its sense. Or less explicitly we may speak of a name just as hauing a certain
denotation and haaing a certain sense. Of the sense we say that it determines
the denotation, or is a concepta? of the denotation.
ConceptsrT we think of as non-linguistic in character-since synonymous
names, in the same or different languages, express the same sense or concept
and since the same name may also express different senses, either in
different languages or, by equivocation, in the same language. We are even
used

13We adopt this as the most appropriate translation of Frege's Sizz, especially since
the technical meaning given to the word sazse thus comes to be very close indeed to the
ordinary acceptation of the sense of an expression. (Russell and some others following
him have used "meaning" as a translation of Frege's Sfzz.)
laA similar distinction is made by J. S. Mill between the denotation and the connotation of a name. And in fact we are prepared to accept connotation as an alternative translation of Sinn, although it seems probable that Frege did not have Mill's distinction in
mind in makinghis own. We do not follow Mill in admitting names which have denotation
without connotation, but rather hold that a name must always point to its denotation
in some way, i.e., through some sense or connotation, though the sense may reduce in
special cases just to the denotation's being called so and so (e.g., in the case of personal
names), or to its being what appears here and now (as sometimes in the case of the
demonstrative "this"). Because o] this and other differences, and because of the more
substantial content o{ Frege's treatment, we attribute the distinction between sensc and
denotation to Frege rather than to Mill. Nevertheless the discussion of names in Mill's
A Systern ol Logio (1843) may profitably be read in this connection.
16It is not meant by this to imply any psychological element in thc notion of sense.
Rather, a sense (or a concept) is a postulated abstract object, with tx:rtlin lxtstrtlatcd
properties. These latter are only briefly indicated in the proscnl. itr[ortn:r] disctrssion;
and in particular we do not discuss the assumptions to trc nuttlt: :tlxrttl rrltr:rlity of scltses,
since this is unnecessary for our immediate purposc.
loThis is our translation of Frege's dydicht aus. Mill's torrrr u,rtltol(s is :tlso irccopt:rble
here, provided that care is taken not to confusc Mill's tuc:tnittg oI lltis tcrttr wit.h othcr
meanings which it had sincc ac<luiretl in cottttttott, Iirrglislr rrs;rgr'.
r7'flris usc o! conccft is a rlcp:rrturu: flrrrr tirt'Ho's lcrrrtirrology. 'l'ltortglt ttot irlt:trtical
witlr Carnap's tse of conctfl in rcr:t:nt prrlrlicirliotts, it is ckrscly tclitlcrl to il, :ttttl was
suggt:stcd to thr: writcr by corn.sporrrlt.nr:c rvittr (';rrrrirlr irr ll).lll. ll :tlso;tgrt:r's wcll
witlr Ilrrsst:ll's usc oI c/d.ss-colu:ttl'l ir'l'ht l'riui!,lts ll AldhrttutliLs (11)t)il) t:f. $(lll
thcrcof.
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l)rcpared to suppose the existence of concepts of things which have no name
in any language in actual use.(But every concept of a thing is a sense of
s(,rne name of it in some (conceivable) language)
'l'he possibility must be allowed of concepts which are not concepts of
iury actual thing, and of names which express a sense but have no denotation.
lrr<lced such names, at least on one very plausible interpretation, do occur
irr the natqral Ianguages such as English: e.g.; "Pegasus,"rs ",n" king of
limnce in e.o. 1905." But, as Frege has observed, it is possible to avoid
srrr:h names in the construction of formalized languages.ls And it is in fact

oflcn convenient to do this.
'lb understand a language fully, we shall hold, requires knowing the senses
ol ;rll names in the language, but not necessarily knowing which senses
rlclcrnrine the same denotation, or even which senses determine denotations

;rt ;rll.
lrr a well constructed language of course every name should have just one
is intended in the formalized. languages to secure such univ-

',r'rrsr', and it
ItWlrilc llr"
il

sense of the name "Pegasus" is variable or uncertain,

it

is, we take

"*."t
of the winged horse who took such and such a part in such and such
, r orrghly that

ntt

lrlrrst'rl cvcnts-where only such minimum essentials of the story are to be included as
saying, despite the common opinion,

ll s'orrlrl lrc necessary to verify in order to justify
IlrlI "Ilrg:r.sus did after all exist."

Wr' :rrc thus maintaining that, in the present actual state oI the English language,
"ll'Hirsus" is not just a personal name, having the sense of who or what was called so

nrrrl rro, lrrrt. has the more complex sense described. However, such questions regarding
llrr, rr;rlrrr:rl l:rnguages must not be supposed always to have one final answer. On the
r r r11l I ;11';,, t hc present actual state (at any time) tends to be indeterminate in a way to
lr',rvl rrrrrr:ll <lcbatable.

Dli',r (.x:unl)lc,inthecaseof aformalizedlanguageobtainedfromoneolthelogistic

hl rtr.nf r, rrf (tfrirpter X (or of a paper by the writer it The Journal ol Symbolic Logic,
,'ol h ( l l),10), pp. 56-68) by an interpretation retaining the principal interpretation of

llr. r'.ru;rlrk:s;urtl of the notations I (abstraction) and ( ) (application of function to
'rllurrnl), it is sufficient to take the following precautions in assigning senses to the
l,r rrrlrvl r:orrsliLni:s. lior a primitive constant bf type o or r the sense must be such

,r'i,

,,rr I lril lxrsis of :rcccPted presuppositions-to assure the existence of a denotation in
rtrr. ,rppr.pri;rit. rkrrnain, D (of truth-values) or $ (of individuals). For a primitive
r,,tt,,lrrtrl 0l l1'po af t.lrt: scnsc must be such as-on the same basis-to assure the exist-

.tlr.l irrlcn.lrrliorrwhichisinthcdomainll8,i.e.,whichisafunctionfromthe(entire)

rl,'u,un \ll rvlrich is l;rkcn a.s thc rango o{ variables of type p, to the domain 2[ which is
l,r[. r .r,, llrr. r;rrrgc of v:rri;rblos of type a.
llr, rr ,.r,r.r1, s,r,ll-fornrctl forrnula without free variables will have a denotation, as
lrll',,l rl nttrrl il sttclr irttcrPrctertion of the logistic system is to accord with formal
I'r,'l', I lr"r ol llrr. systrrn.
\, rr llrr.(iri(,, i..l{., of rc(oc), it mery happeri that the most immediate or naturally
.'rr1,1', ,l.rl rrrlr.rprr.l;rliorr o[:r prinritivc const:rnt of typo aB makes it denote a {unction
lr,,rr ,t pt,rp.t p,rrI ol llrc rlorrr:rin tl to 1ho domatin !)[. In such a case the definition of

Ilr, lrtttr It,;1
llr, ,r,,nr,rrr \ll.

i1 lrt' r'xlt'rtttr:rl, lly irrt.if it:ial lnc:rns if nccessary, over the remainder of
:i,r;ts to olrtilitr rr frtttcl.iotr having tlrc cntirc domain t] as its range. The
,rgrr,',1 1,, llrr'pritrtilivc coustitnt rnust tlrrn lrt: such as to dctcrmine this latter
lrrrr, lt',tt ,r', (1,'nrrl,rliorr, r;rllrrrr tlr:rn tlrc frrrrcl.iorr wlrich harl only:r Propcr part of E
1111f

'r,, 1l r

1,q;11,1.

INTRODUCTION
ocacy. But this is far from being the case in the natural languages. In particular, as Frege has pointed out, the natural languages customarily allow,
besides the ordinary (geadhnlich) use of a name, also an oblique (ungerade)
use of the name, the sense which the name would express in its ordinary use
becoming the denotation when the name is used obliquely.m
Supposing univocacy in the use of names to have been attained (this
ultimately requires eliminating the oblique use of names by introducing
special names to denote the senses which other names expresszr), we make,
with Frege, the following assumptions, about names which have a linguistic
structure and contain other names as constituent parts: (l) when a con,oFor example,

in "Scott is the author

of.

sl il

know whether Scott was the author of Waaerley" the same three names have oblique
occurrences (while "George IV" has an ordinary occurrence). Again, in "Schliemann
sought the site of Troy" the names "Troy" and "the site of Troy" occur obliquely.
For to seek the site o{ some other city, determined by a different concept, is not the
same as to seek the site of Troy, not even ii the two cities should happen as a matter of
Iact (perhaps unknown to the seeker) to have had the same site.
According to the Fregean theory of meaning which we are advocating, "Schliemann
sought the site of Troy" asserts a certain relation as holding, not between Schliemann
and the site of Troy (for Schliemann might have sought the site of Troy though Troy
had been a purely fabulous city and its site had not existed), but between Schliemann
and a certain concept, namely that of the site of Troy. This is, however, not to say that
"Schliemann sought the site of Troy" means the same as "schliemann sought the concept of the site of Troy." On the contrary, the first sentence asserts the holding of a
certain relation between Schliemann and the concept of the site of Troy, and is true;
but the second sentence asserts the holding of a like relation between Schliemann and
the concept of the concept of the site of Troy, and is very likely false. The relation
holding between Schliemann and the concept of the site of Troy is not quite that of
having sought, or at least it is misleading to call it that-in view of the way in which
the verb to seeh is commonly used in English.
(W. V. Quine-inThe Journal ol Philosophy, vol. 40 (1943), pp. I^l3-127, and elsewhere-introduces a distinction between the "meaning" of a name and what the name
"designates" which parallels Frege's distinction between sense and denotation, also a
distinction between "purely designative" occurreoces of names and other occurrences
which coincides in many cases with Frege's distinction between ordinary and oblique
occurrences. For a discussion of Quine's theory and its differences from Frege's see a
review by the present writer, in The Journal of. Syrnbolic Logic, vol.8 (1943), pp. 45-47;
also a note by Morton G. White in Philosophy and Phenomenological, Research, vol. 9,

uo. 2 (1948), pp. 305-308.)
21As an

indication of the distinction in question we shall sometimes (as we did in the
"the concept of Sir Walter Scott,"
"the concept of the author of. Wauerley," 'the concept of the site oI Troy". to denote tb.e
same concepts which are expressed by the respective names "Sir Walter Scott," "the
author of Waoerley," "the site of Troy." The definite article "the" sufficiently distinguishes tbe phrase (e.g.) "the concept of the site of Troy" from the similar phrase "a
concept of the site of Troy," the latter phrase being used as a common name to reler to
any one of the many different concepts of this same spot.
This device is only a rough expedient to serve the purpose of informal discussion. It
does not do away with the oblique usc of names becausc, when thc phrase "the concept
of the site of 'froy" is used in the way <lcscribc<l, it contains an oblique occurrence of
second paragraph of footnote 20) use such phrases as
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name is replaced by another having the same sense, the sense of the
name is not changed; (2) when a constituent name is replaced by
irrr,lhcr having the same denotation, the denotation of the entire name is

.rrlir.

rrol <:hanged (though the sense may be).22
wc make explicit also the folrowing assumption (of Frege), which, like
(l ) a,d (2), has been implicit in the foregoing d,iscussion: (B)'The denotation
rrl rr rritrne (if there is one) is a lunction of the sense of the name, in the sense
,,1 tioll below; i.e., given the sense, the existence and id.entity
of the denol;rtir,.re thereby fixed, though they may not necessarily therefore be
krrown to every one who knows the sense.

l)2. constants and variabres. we adopt the mathematical

Waoeiley" the names "Scott," "Wauerley,"

"the author of Woueiley" have ordinary occurrences. But in "George IV wished to

"th6 site of Troy."

rio9l

usage

rr.r'rrlrlirrg to which a proper name of a number is called a const&nt, and in
r .rrrr.r:tion with formalized languages
we extend this usage by removing
llr. r'r'striction to numbers, so that the term constant becomes synonymous

*'rih

.l

f>ro/>er na?rue hauing a denotation.
llrrlvl;v1-'l-, the term constant will often be applied also

in the construction

urrirrtr:rPrcted calculi logistic systems in the sense of
$O7-some of the
constants just in order to
',vrrrlrrls ()r expressions being distinguished

?s

I I lr.r, rlif ferently from others in giving the rules of the calculus. ord.irrrrlv tlr(: symbols or expressions thus distinguished as constants will in
l,r( I lx'('()nlc proper names (with denotation) in at least one of
the possible
It r',r

Irrlr,r lrrr,tirlions

of the calculus,

r\:, rrlr.rrrly familiar from ordinary mathematical usage, a variable is a
r1'rrrlr.l wlr.sc meaning is like that of a proper name or constant except that
llrr'
tl.notrttion of the constant is replaced by the possibility of various
"irr11h'

t',tlttrt o[ llrr, v:rriablt'.
It.r.rrr'('it is t:.mmo,ly necessary to restrict the values which a variable
rrr,r1' l,rlir', wt' llrink of a variable as having associated
with it a certain non' rrlll y r:rrrlit'.f Possible vzrlues, therange of the variable as we shall call it.
lrrr,,l'r'rl irr tlr. rrca.i.g of a variable, therefore, are the kinds of meaning
rrlrr, lr lr.lrrrl{ l. a pr.pcr name of the range..2, But a
variable must not be
" I ,, ,r'rrrrl 'i.r i.rrs tliffir;trltics, we rnust also assume when a constituent name has no
'l' rr"l,rlr,'rr llr,rr rlrc r:ntirt: n:Lrnc is then likewise without denotation. In the natural
l'1rr1'1'11'r , lrr l,I)r);rr.,r. t:x.nrPlc.s to flr'c contrary
as "the
ti iigir"r,,, ,,t"
'' rr' lr rv l1'rr. rl. l,r:.rr fr, tlrc .lounrain ol youth;'are to be-ytr.
explained
is exhibiting
,,lrlr,1l r. , urrr.n(.r.s of tlrt: it:r,licizctl constituent natne.
" I lilr'r llt. rlt ,l ttrlliott oI st'ttsc:tntl rlcnot;rtion comes to have an analogue for variables
| ' ' ' ,rr r,rl,l, , \vrrlr r;rrr1;cs <krtorrnint.rl by <liffcrcnt concepts have to 6e considered as
'"''rl'l',,,1 ,lrllIr.rrr kirrrls,r:vt.nif ilrr:r:rirgt,sflrcmselvesshouldbeid.entical.However,
l" "',,',,1 llr, rr"rrrilrcrl vrrlicty of r;urg<.s of vari:rbles admitted, thisquestion does not
f

,

l,:1,...,,,

,,rr,., Ir,rr rvrllr :trry o[ ilrr: forrn:rlizt:d languages which are acfually considered
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identified with a proper name of its range, since there are also differences
of meaning between the two.2a
The meaning which a variable does possess is best explained by returning
to the consideration of complex names, containing other names as constituent parts. In such a complex name, having a denotation, let one of the
constituent names be replaced at one or more (not necessarily all) of its

occurrences by a variable; say tr. To avoid complications, we suppose that r
is a variable which does not otherwise occur,25 and that the denotation of the
constituent name which o replaces is in the range of r. The resulting expression (obtained from the complex name by thus replacing one of the constituent names by a variable) we shalt call a lorm.26 Such a form, Ior each value
of r within the range of r, or at least for certain such values of r, has a aalue.

Namely, the value of the form, for a given value of c, is the same as the
denotation of the expression obtained from the form by substituting everywhere for r a name of the given value of c (or, if the expression so obtained
2aThat such an identiJication is impossible may be

quickly seen from the point of

view of the ordinary mathematical use of variables. For two proper names of
the range are fully interchangeable if only they have the same sense; but two
distinct"variables must be kept distinct even if they have the same range determined

by the same concept. E.g., if each of the letters a and" g is a variable whose range
ii the real numbeis, we are obliged to distinguish the two inequalities a(a I g) 2 O
the second inequality is universally true, the
atd, n(a * o) > 0 as dilferent

first

one is not.

-indeed

is for momentary convenience of explanation. We shall apply the rtalJre lortn
also to expressions which are similarly obtained but in which the variable c may otherwise occui, provided the expression has at least one occurrence of o as a free variable
(see {ootnofe 28 ard the explanation in $06 which is there referred to)- 2sThis is a different use of the word lorm {rom that which appeared in $00 in the discussion of form and matter. We shall distinguish the latter use, when necessary, by
of logical form.
more explicitly
speaking
-of
th"-*o. d lirm is similar to that which is familiar in algebra, and in
Our piesent use
fact miy be thought of as obtained fqom it by removing the restriction to a special kind
of expressions (folynomials, or honiogeneous polynomials). For the special case of
propo-sitional
foihs'(see g04), the word is already usual in logic in this sense, indepen-aentty
of its use by algebraists-see, e.g., J. N. Keynes, Formal Logie,4lll-edn, 1006,
p. SBi Hugh MacCblI ii ruina, vol. 19 (19f0), p. 193; Susanne K. Langer, Inttoiluetion
io Symbottrc Logic, 1937, p. 9l; also Heinrici! Scholz, Voilesungen iibet Grundzilge der
26This

Mathematischen Logih, 1949 (for the use of Aussagelorm in German)..
Instead oI the word forrn, we might plausibly have used the word. variable here, by
analogy with the way in which we :use constoml. I.e., just as we apply the term constanl
to a c6mplex name containing other names (constants) as constituent parts, so wo might
apply the term uariable to an appropriate complex expression containing variables as
c6isiituent parts. This osrge miylrrdeed be defended as having sclme sanction in
mathematicil writing. But we prefer to preserve the better establighecl usage according

to which a variable is always a single symbol (usually a lctter or letter with

subscripts).
The use, by some recent authors, of the word lufirclion (with or without a qualifyin-g
adiective) foi what we here caII a form is, in our opinion, unfortunato, becausc it tendg
toLonflici with and obscure the abstract notion of a functlon which wilt bc explained

in

$03.
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has no denotation, then the form has no value for that value of r).2?
A variable such as z, occurring in the manner just described, is called a
lree uariable28 of the expression (form) in which it occurs.
I.ikewise suppose a complex name, having a denotation, to contain two
c<lnstituent names neither of which is a part of the other, and let these two
<rrnstituent names be replaced by two variables, say r and y respectively,
cach at one or niore (not necessarily all) of its occurrences. For simplicity
srrlrpose that u andy are variables which do not occur in the original complex
rrtme, and that the denotations of the constituent names which r and y
rclllace are in the ranges of r and y respectively. The resulting expression
(olrtained by the substitution described) is a form, with two lree aariables
c rtrrd y. For certain pairs of values o{ r and y, within the ranges oI r and y
rr,slrcctively, the {orm has a valwe. Namely, the value of the {orm, for given
vtlllcs of o and y, is the same as the denotation of the expression obtained
frrun the form by substituting everywhere for z and ,I/.names of their rer?[t follows Irom assumption (2), at the end of $0I, that the value thus obtained
for thc form is independent of the choice of a particular name of the given value of o.
'l'lru distinction o{ sense and denotation is, howeQr, relevant here. For in addition
lo n valuc of the form in the sense explained in the text (we may call it more explicitly
u ltnotalion ualwe), a complete account must mention also wh'at we may call a sense

uillt

of the form. Namely, a sense value of the form is determined by a concept of some
vulrur of o, and is the same as the sense of the expression obtained from the form by

rrrlrnliluting everywhere for t a name having this concept as its sense.
I t. rlrould also be noted that a form, in a particular language, may have a value even
ftrr rt vtlue oI o which is without a name in that language: it is suf{icient that the given
vrlrrc of o shall have a name in some suitable extension of the language-say, that

olrlrrirrcrl by adding to the vocabulary of the language a name oI the given value of o,
nlrl trlkrwing it to be substitutable Ior c wherever c occurs as a free variable. Likewise
l lolrn rnay have a sense value for a given concept of a value of c if some suitable exlrrnion of the language contains a name having that concept as its sense.
ll ir in<kcd possible, as we shall see later by particular examples, to construct
ln rrg urtgr:s of so rcstricted a vocabulary as to contain no constants, but only variables and
irr rnr. llut it would seem that the most natural way to arrive atthe meaning of Iorms
wlrlllr or:cur in these languages is by contemplating languages which are extensions ol
lhorrr rtrrrl which do contain constants-or else, what is nebrly the same thing, by
nll,wirrg t tomporary change in the meaning of the variables ("fixing the values of the
vnrlnlrh.s") so that they become constants.
rrWr, nrlopt this term from Hilbert (1922), Wilheim Ackermann (1924), J. v. Neurrrnrrrr (l l)!7), Flilbcrt and Ackermann (1928), Hilbert and Bernays (1934). For what we
Irrrr, r'rrll rr frcc variable the term rcol uariabl,e is also familiar, having been introduced
lry (iluxrpptr l'cano in 1807 and afterwatd adopted by Russell (1908), but is less satislrr lrrr y lxrt:lr,usc it conflicts with the common use of "real variable" to mean a variable

rtlltn.t

rlt.ng(!

is thc real

numbers.

Ar wo rlrnll sr:t: latcr ($00), a free variable must be distinguished fromabound uariable
(lrr llrr lrlrrrirrokrgy of the Hilbert school) or eppa,le t uariable (Peano's terminology).
I

hl

r| |

frrlen('() is

tlrtt

an cxpression containing o as a free variable has values for various

vrltmr rrl ar, lnrt trn cxprcssion, containing c as a bound or apparent variable only, has
r tnqurlng whlclr is irrdr:pcndcnt of o-not in the sense of having the same value for
rvot y vnlrur of c, but in thc scnsc that the assignment of particular values to o is not a

rrlovnnl prrnorltrro.
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spective values (or, if the expression so obtained has no denotation,
then the
form has no value for these particular values oI r and y).
In the same way forms with three, four, and more free variables may

obtained.

If a form contains

be

a single free variable, we shall call

it

a singuraryzo

form, if just two free variables, binary, if three, ternary, and so on. A
form
with exactly a different free variables is an n_ary form.
Two forms will be calred concurrent if they agree in varue-i.e., either
have the same value or both have no value-for each assignment of values
to their free variables. (Since the two forms may or may not have the same
free variables, all the variables are to be considered together which
have
free occurrences in either form, and the forms are concurrent if they
agree
in value for every assignment of varues to these variabres.) A form will be
called concurrent to a constant if, for every assignment of values to its
free
variables, its value is the same as the denotation of the constant. And
two
constants will be called concurrent if they have the same denotation.
using the notion of concurrence, we may now add a fourth assumption,
or principle of meaning, to the assumptions (l)-(B) of the last two paragraphs of $0r. This is an extension of (2) to the case o{ forms, as follows:
(4) In any constant or form, when a constituent constant or form is replaced.
by another concurrent to it, the entire resulting constant or form is concurrent to the original one.ao rhe significance of this principle will become
clearer in connection with the use of operators and bound variaues,
explained
in $06 below. It is to be taken, like (2), as a part of our explanation of the
name relation, and thus a part of our theory of meaning.
As in the case of constant, we shall apply the terms aariabl,e and.
lorm
also in the construction of uninterpreted. calculi, introducing them
by specia)
definition for each such calcurus in connection with which they aie to
be
used. ordinarily the symbols and expressions so designated will be
ones
which become variables and forms in our foregoing sense under one of
the
principal interpretations of the calculus as a language (see
It should be emphasized that a variable, in our usage, is a $07).
symbol of a
20we follow w. v'
Quine in adopting this etymologicaly more correct torm, rather
..

than the presently commoner .,uriary),
80Fo_r completeness-using
the notion of sense value explainecl in footnoto 2T and
extending it in obvious fashion to_n-ary forms-we must arsi extcnd
tho assumption (l)
to the case of forms, as follows. Let two forms be
ir"rr_rr;;;;;;;;;i;;r.y agree
".ff"a
for each system of concepts of values
of thoir troo ,,oriotitcsl ict a form
11"^lT:,"1r""
oe caueo sense-cortcuffenl to a.constant if, for every systcm
of conccPts of volues of its
free variables, its sense value is the same as tr,e seriso ot tho
con;t&;i;
,r.hon:;n,l iJtrro.on-

stants b-e called sezse-concurrent.if they express ilro samo sonso,
(0) Irr
coneta,nt or form, when a constituent constlnt or form r. ."f rn""J
uy o,i r"tii"rt ,Jrrr"r,'ny
ir ronsoconcurrent to it, thc entire resultingconstant or form isconco-corrcurrout
to thoorlgln6l ono.
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certain kind31 rather than something (".9., . number) which is derroted or
otherwise meant by such symbol. Mathematical writers do speak of "variable
real numbers," or oftener "variable quantities," but it seems best not to
interpret these phrases literally. Objections to the idea that real numbers
are to be divided into two sorts or classes, "constant real numbers" and
"variable real numbers," have been clearly stated by Freges2 and need not
be repeated here at length.33 The fact is that a satisfactory theory has never
been developed on this basis, and it is not easy to see how it might be done.
The mathematical theory of real numbers provides a convenient source of
cxamples in a system of notationsa whose general features are well established.
'l'urning to this theory to illustrate the foregoing discussion, we cite as particular
cxamples of constants the ten expressions:

I
I f -4+f
0, e, Z,
2xt, 4"
l,ct

us say

,lea,

ee, e

n sirnfT
- e, - 2",
"p

arrd m, n, r
whose range is the positive integers.ss The following are examples

that z and gt are variables whose range is the real numbers,

trc variables
of forms:

llTherefore, a variable (or more precisely, particular instances or occurrences of a
vtriable) can be written on paper-just as the figure 7 can be written on paper, though
thc number 7 cannot be so written except in the indirect sense of writing something
which denotes it.

And similarly constants and forms are symbols or expressions of certain kinds. It is
irrtlced usual to speak also of numbers and physical quantities as "constants"-but
t lris usage is not the same as that in which a constant can be contrasted with a variable,
trttl we shall avoid it in this book.
rrSce his contribution to Festschrilt Ludwig Boltzmann Gewid,met, 1904. (Frege's
tlrr:ory of functions as "ungesiittigt," mentioned at the end of his paper, is another matior, not necessarily connected with his important point about variables. It will not be
nrloptcd in this book, but rather we shall take a function-see $03-to be more nearly
wlrtt Frege would call "Werthverlauf einer Function.")
uliowever, we mdntion the following parallel to one of Frege's examples. Shall we
rny that the usual list of seventeen names is a complete list of the Saxon kings of
tirrgl:rnd, or only that it is a complete list of the constant Saxon kings of England, and

llrnt account must be taken in addition of an inde{inite number of variable

Saxon

klttgs? One oI these variable Saxon kings would appear to be a human being of a very
rtril<ing sort, having been, say, a grown man named Allred in e.o. 876, and a boy named
tirlwa.rd in a.o. 976.
According to the doctrine we would advocate (following Frege), there are just sevenlrott Saxon kings of England, from Egbert to Harold, and neither a variable Saxon king
tror rtn indeterminate Saxon king is to be admitted to swell the number. And the like
Itoltls for the positive integers, for the real numbers, and for all other domains abstract
ntttl concrcte, Variability or indeterminacy, where such exists, is a matter of language

rrrrl tttaches to symbols or

expressions.

"Wc say "system of notation" rather than "language" because only the specifically
ttuntcrioal notations can be regarded as well established in ordinary mathematical
wrltirrg.'l'hey are usually supplemented (for the statement o{ theorems and proofs)
lry olto or another of the natural languages, according to the choice of the particular

wrilcr.
poiitir" integer is also a real number. I.e., the terms must be so understood
ftr'"|,)vory
Irur'lxrsos oI theso illustrations.
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v,

1-4+r

II
--,afi

2t

4"

1:-n,n-%, -*-,-;Y
v t-rn+L
a
9v''
- t?l

frr

4e", ile',

For the values I and
it has the value ,.

frn,

Y

tient of 0 by
The form

l
_ l-4+I
- *and
4"

are not identical. But they are concurrent, since each denotes the same number.s?
Similarly the constants e - e arld 0, though not identical, are concurrent because
the numbers e - e ard 0 are identical. Similarly - nl2n and - Ll2.
The form re', for the value 0 of a, has the vBlue 0. (Of course it is the number
0 that is here in question, not the constant 0, so that it is equally correct to say
that the forrn re", for the value 0 of a, has the value e - e; or that. for the value
e
- e of cr, it has the value 0; etc.) For the value I of a the form ree has the
value a. For the value 4 of a its value is 4ea, a real number for which (as it happens)

no simpler name is in standard use.
The form ge', for the values 0 and 4 of o and y respectively, has the value

4.

36To

illustrate the remark of footnote 28, following are some examples of expressions
containing bound variables:

;,T,#

sin c
-.
trrfl
t+o fr
-,
The first two of these are constants, containing o as a bound variable. The third is a
singulary form, with ;r as a free variable ar.d m an.d z as bound variables.
A variable may have both free and bound occurrences in the same expression. An
example is [f;*dr, the double use of the letter rc constituting no ambiguity. Other
arluthe variabl e Aa in (D n sir- i)/r ard.the variable z in" nE (k), if ihe;otations
"*"-iI". and E(A) are replaced by
their equivalents
D,srnr
,. sin(a * /r) - sin r
lu
tr+ o
and

lt\/-rJ o\/r -

hw
n'

dt

of a and y it has the value lel; or, what is the same thing,

values

The forms on the first two lines aresingulary, eachhavingonefreevaiable,A,r,n,
or / as the case may be. The Iorms on the third line are binaty, the first two having
fr and y as free variables, the third one ,, and r, the fourth on.e r an.d rn.s8
The constants

){'o*'

1

l5

The form
- Alry, for the values a and 2 of a alad g respectively, has the value
the values e ar:d e of r and gr, it has again the value - l/e. For the
- lle. eI.ot
and 0 of $ anrd y it has no value, because of the non-existence of a quo-

rnfi

r2
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respectively,

s?Whether these two constants have the same sense (as well as the same denotation)
is a question which depends for its answer on a general theory of equality of senses,
such as we have not undertaken to discuss here-cf. {ootnote 16. It is clear that Frege,
though he formulates no complete theory of equality ol senses, would regard these two
cons{ants as having differenCsenses. But a plausible case might be made out Ior supposing that the two constants have the saml sense, on some such ground as that the
equation between them expresses a necessary proposition or is true on logical grounds

alone or the l,ike. No doubl there is more than one meaning oI "scnse," according to
trhe criterion adopted for equality of sonses, and tho decision among thom is e rnattor
of convention and oxpodiency.

-

-

0.

rf w,

, and 2 of t

and r respectively, has the value
a of r and r, because a is not
(e is not one of the possible values of z).

for the values

Ile. B:ut there is no value for the values a and

in the range ol r
The forms

I
--a1d
2n

I-4+t
4r

are concurrent, since they are both without a value for the value 0 of r, and
they have the same value for all other values of al. The forms - llr and - glry
fail to be concurrent, since they disagree for the value 0 of g (if the value of r
is not 0). But the forms - 1l* ard - rfur are concurrent.
The forms - lly and - lfr are not concurrent, as they disagree, e.g., for the
values 1 and 2 of a and y respectively.
n are concurrent to the same constant, namely 0,88
The forms fr
fr ar.d n

-

-

and are therefore also concurrent to each other.
The forms - rl2* and - rf2r are non-concurrpnt because of disagreement
for the value 0 of z. The latter form, but not the forrner, is concurrent to a
constant, namely to - ll2.
03. Functions. By a lunction-or, more explicitly, a one-val,ued, singul,ary
function-we shall understand an operationse which, when applied to something as argulnent, yields a certain thing as the aalue of the function lor t\at
rrrgument. It is not required that the function be applicable to every possible
thing as argument, but rather it lies in the nature of any given function to
be applicable to certain things and, when applied to one of them as argumcnt, to yield a certain value. The things to which the function is applicable
constitute tlne range of the function (or the range ol arguments ol the function)
rrrrd the values constitute the range of ual,ues ol the function. The function
itself consists in the yielding or determinationse of a value from each argurncnt in the range of the function.
As regards equality or identity of functions we make the decision which is
r.C)r also to any other constant which is concurrent to 0.
nC)f course the words "operation," "yielding," "determination" as here used are
nolrr-synonyms of "Iunction" and therefore our statement, if taken as a definition,
would be open to the suspicion of circularity. Througtrout this Introduction, however,
wo rtro engaged in informal explanation rather than definition, and, for this purpose,
oltlxrrttion by means of synonyms may be a useful procedure. Ultimately, it seems, we
trrrrrt ttko the notion of function as primitive or unde{ined, or else some related notion,
ruoh ns thot of a class. (We shall see later how it is possible to think of a class as a
rpoclrl caso of a function, and also hclw classes may be used, in certain connections or
Ior cortnin purposos, to roplace and do the work of functions in general.)
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usual in mathematics. Namely, functions are identical if they have the same
range and have, for each argument in the range, the same value. In other

words, we take the word "function" to mean what may otherwise be called
a lwnction in extension. If the way in which a function yields or produces
its value from its argument is altered without causing any change either in
the range of the function or in the value of the function for any argument,
then the function remains the same; but the associated lunction concept,
or concept determining the function (in the sense of 901), is thereby changed.
We shall speak of a function lrom a certain class lo a certain class to mean
a function which has the {irst class as its range and has all its values in the
second class (though the second class may possibly be more extensive than

the range of values of the function).
To denote the value of a function for a given argument, it is usual to
write a name of the function, followed by a name of the argument between
parentheses. And of course the same notation applies (mutatis mutandis)
with a variable or a form in place of either one or both of the names. Thus
if I is a function and c belongs to the range of l, then l(r) is the value of the
function I for the argument r.4
This is the usual notation for application of a function to an argument,
and we shall often employ it. In some contexts (see Chapter X) we find it
convenient to alter the notation by changing the position of the parentheses,
if I is a function and c belongs
to the range of f, then (lo) is the value of the function I for the argument o.
So far we have discussed only one-aal,ued. singwlary lunctions (and have
used the word "function" in this sense). Ihdeed no use will be made in this
book of many-valued functions,al and the reader must always understand
so that we may write in the altered notation:

{oThis sentence exemplilies the use oI var/ables to make general statements, which
we assume is understood from familiar mathematical usage, though it has not yet been

explained in this Introduction. (See the end of $06.)
allt is the idea of a many-valued (singulary) Iunction that, for a fixed argument,
there may be more than one value of the function. If a name of the function is written,
followed by a name of an argument between parentheses, the resulting expression is a
common name (see footnote 6) denoting the values of the function for that argument.
Though many-valued functions seem to arise naturally in the mathematical theories
of real and complex numbers, objections immediately suggest themselves to the idea
as just explained and are not easily overcome. Therefore it is usual to replace such manyvalued functions in one way or another by one-valued {unctions. One method is to
replace a many-valued singulary function by a corresponding one-valued binary propositional function or relation ($04). Another method is to replace the many-valued
Iunction by a one-valued function whose values are classes, namely, the value of the
one-valued function for a given argument is the class of the values oI the many-valued
function for that argument. Still another method is to change the range of the {unction,
3n argument for which the Iunction has n values giving way to n different arguments
for cach of which the furrction hzrs a diffcrent onc of thosc rl values (this is the standard
rolc of tho lticmann surfacc in thc thcory of cornplcx numbcrs).

$03l
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"function" to mean

a one-varued function.

of more than one argument.

y

But we go on to explain functions

A binary function, or function ol tuo argumeil,ts,Lz ircharacterized
by being
applicable to two arguments in a certain order and yierding, when
so applied,
a certain value, the uarue ol the {unction
for those two arguments in that
order. It is not required that the function be applicable to every
two things
:rs arguments; but rather, the function is applicabre in
certain cases

to an

.rdered pair of things as arguments, and ail such ordered pairs
constitute
the range ol the function. The values constitute the range
ol var,wes ol the
function.

Ilinary functions are identical (i.e., are the same function) if they have
the
sirme range and have, for each ordered pair of arguments
which lies in that

range, the same value.
'lo denote the value of a binary
function for given arguments, it is usuar
t. write a name of the function and then, between parentheses and. separated
by a comma, names of the arguments in ord.er. Thus if is
I a binary function
arr<l the ordered pair of a and. y belongs to the
range of. f,thenf (u, y) is the
vrrlue of the function I for the arguments a arld y in that
order.
I. the same way may be explained the notionof aternaryfunction,of a
t;ttatcrnary function, and so on. In generar, an n-ary
function is appried to
, arguments in an order, and when so applied yierds a value, provided the
,rrlcred system of z arguments is in the range of the function.
The varue of
it', n-ary function for given arguments is denoted by
a name of the function
frll'wed, between parentheses and separated by commas, by
names of the

rrrgrrments

in

order.

'l'wo binary functions

$ andy

are called conaerses, each of the other, in
(r) the ordered. pair of a and
17 lx:lrngs to the range of
if
and
only
if
the ordered pair of y ind rbelongs
/
I r r t lrc range of y; (2) for all
r, y such that the ordered pair of r and y belongs
.rrsr: the two following conditions are satisfied:

lo lhe

range of f,aa

Q@,y):v@,r).
A lrinrrry function is called

'f lrc
rrotions

syrnmetric if it is identical with its converse.
of converse and of s5rmmetry may also be extended to n_ary

Irrrrt:ti.,s, several different converses and several
different kinds of syrnme_
'r'l'lrough it is in common use we shal avoid the phrase ..function oI two

variables,,
(urrrl "functi,n oI three variables"
it tends to make confusion between
tt'rin',t(,tls to whioh a function is appried'and
"t".l u""""*
uariables tat ingslrlh;rgr-".rt"a rr.,ruro"a.
:
rhc

sign
to c*picss tr,.t ttri"gr-".e identicar is assumed. familiar to
"llrr'.ust:.of
.,
llr. r.irrlt'r. w. tl...t rcstrict this notation
to ite'speciat case of numbers,

,r,r t(lcnl.ity goncrally.

but use it
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try appearing when the number of arguments is three or rnore
stop over details of this).

(we need not

We shall speak of a function ol things of a certain kind to mean a function
such that all the arguments to which it is applicable are of that kind.'Thus
a singulary function o{ real numbers, for instance, is a function from some
class of real numbers to some (arbitrary) class. A binary function of real
numbers is a binary function whose range consists of ordered pairs of real
numbers (not necessarily all ordered pairs of real numbers).
is a function of _," filling the blanks
We shall use the phrase "with forms,aa to mean what is more fully expressed as follows: "There

exists a function

I

such that
I

(_)

for all

where the first two blanks are filled, in order, with the same
forms as be{ore, and the third blank is filled with a complete list of the
-,"
free variables of those forms. Similarly we shall use "_
is a function of
and
filling the three blanks with forms, to stand for: "There
-_
exists a binary function I such that

l(_, --)
where the first three blanks are filled, in order, with the same
forms as before, and the last blank is filled with a complete list of the free
-,"
variables of those forms.as And similar phraseology will also be used where
the reference is t<l a function f of more than two arguments.
The phraseology just explained will also be used with the added statement
of a condition or restriction. For example, "_
is a function of _
and
if
where the first three blanks are filled with forms, and the

for all

fourth is filled

the statement of a con$ition involving some or all of
-the free variableswith
of those forms,a6 stands for: "There exists a binary function
I such that
I

for all

for which

_,"

(_, _)

where the first three blanks are filled, in order,

{aOur explanation assumes that neither of these forms has the particular letter as
f
one of its free variables. In the contrary case, the explanation is to be altered by using
place
in
of the letter I as it appears in the text some variable (with appropriate range)

-

which is not a free variable oI either fbrm.

'6The theory of real numbers again serving as a source of examples, it is thus true
os * 3ts is a function of u f y and rg. But it is false that ai * azy
+ yt
- ng2aty
is a functiou of n { y and oy (as is easily seen on the ground that the form cs
*
fiAz + yt is not symmetric). Again, xt * At { z! { 4a8y * 4aAs * 4rsz * Aazs *
4ysz { 4yzs is a function oI a{g }z and ay +az lgz. But r,r*Ar *2. is not
a function of. a { y } e and ay + rz + Az.
'oThus with a pro|ositiorral lorm in the sense of $04 below.

that
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with the same forms as before, the fourth blank is filled with a complete
Iist of the free variables of those forms, and the fifth blank is filled in the
same way as the fourth blank was be{ore. a?
Also the same phraseology, explained in the two preceding paragraphs,
will be used with common names4s in place of forms. In this case the forms
which the common names represent have to be supplied from the context.
For example, the statement that "The d.ensity ol kelium gas is a function
tke ternperature and the pressure" is to be understood as meaning the same
as " The d.ensity ol h is a function of the temperature ol h and the prassure ol h,"
of.

where the three italicized forms replace the three original italicized common
names, and where ft is a variable whose values are instantaneous bits of
helium gas (and whose range consists of all such). or to avoid introducing the
variable h withso special a range, we may understand instead: "The density
of /) is a {unction of the temperature of b and the pressure of b if b is an
instantaneous bit of helium gas." Similarly the statement at the end of $01
tlrat the denotation of a name is a {unction of the sense means more explicitly (the reference being to a fixed language) that there exists a function f

such that
denotation of N

:

l(sense of N)

for all names .l{ for which there is a denotation.
It remains now to discuss the relationship between functions, in the abstrirct sense that we have been explaining, and forrns, in the sense of the preurrling section (902).

lf

we suppose the language fixed, every singulary form has corresponding
to it a function I (which we shall call the associated lwnction of the form) by
tlur rule that the value of f for an argument r is the same as the value of the

furm for the value r of the free variable of the form, the range of f consisting
of lrll r's such that the form has a value for the value r of its free variable.{0
forexample, that: as

*

oza

,-

rg2

!

g3ils

a{unction

ol* t

g

"Aocordinglyitistrue,
uxl ny it a ly, For the special case that the variables have a range consisting oI real or
o,rtttpicx num6ers, a geometric terminology is olten used, thus: fi3 + ozA - agz + ya
lr r frrnction ol a I g ar;.d ag in the half-plate t 2 g.
lootnotes 4, 6.
"Sr:o
.rlfrrr oxample, in the theory of real numbers, the Iorm $(ea e-a) determines the
Iurrrltlon sinh as its associated function, by the rule that the value of sinh for an argu(i.e',
all real numbers o)
tttottt o ic Lko - e-6\. The range of sinh then consists of all o's
e-6) has a value. In other words, as it happens in this particular case,
Irrr wlrir:lr t@o

-

llro rtngo consists of all real numbers.
of r:eiirso thc frec variable of the form need not be the particular letter o, and indeed
ll rnny lxr clorrcr to tako an example in which the free variable is some other letter.
'l'[rir tho form l(cr r-r) determines the function sinh as its associated function,

hy t ho tu lo thot tlto valuo of sinh for an argument o is the same as the value o{ the form
f(rr - a-r) Ior tho volue o oI tho variable g. (I.e', in particular, the value of sinh Ior
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But, still with reference to a fixed language, not every function is necessarily
the associated function of some form.m
It follows that two concurrent singulary forms with the same free variable
have the same associated function. Also two singulary forms have the same
associated function if they differ only by alphabetic change oI the free variable,sl i.e., if one is obtained from the other by substituting everywhere
for its free variable some other variable with the same range-with, however,
the proviso (the need of which will become clearer later) that the substituted
variable must remain a free variable at every one oi its occurrences resulting

from the substitution.
As a notation for (i.e., to denote) the associated function of a singulary
form having, say, n as its free variable, we write the form itself with the
letters,l,o prefixed. And of course likewise with any other variable in place of
c.52 Parentheses are to be supplied as necessary.53

2t
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As an obvious extension of this notation, we shall also prefix the letters
1r (Ay, etc.) to any constant as a notation for the function whose value is
the same for all arguments and is the denotation of the constant, the range
of the function being the same as the range o{ the variable r.sa This function
will be called an associa.teil singulary lunction of the constant, by analogy
with the terminology "associated function of a form," though there is the
difference that the same constant may have various associated functions
with different ranges. Any function whose value is the same for all arguments will be called a constant function (without regard to any question
whether it is an associated function of a constant, in some particular language

undrr consideration).55
Analogous to the associated function of a singulary form, a binary form
has two associated binary functions, one for each of the two orders in which
the two free variables may be considered-or better, one for each of the two
ways in which a pair of arguments of the function may be assigned as values

the argument 2 is the same as the value of the form $(ev - e-v) for the value 2 oI the
variable 3t; and so on for each different argument a that may be assigned')

Ordinarily, just the equation

sinh (z)

: l(et -

e-a)

indication of the foregoing. And this equation may even be called
sense of footnote 168, (l) or (3).
soAccording to classical real-number theory, the singulary functions from real numbers to real numbers (or even just the analytic singulary functions) are non-enumerable.
Since the forms in a particular language are always enumerable, it follows that there is
no language or system of notation in which every singulary function from real numbers
to real numbers is the associated function of some form.
Because of the non-enumerability of the real numbers themselves, it is even impossible
in any language to provide proper names of all the real numbers. (Such a thing as,
e.g., an infinite decimal expansion must not be considered a mame of the corresponding
real number, as of course an infinite expansion cannot ever be written out in Iull, or
included as a part of any actually written or spoken sentence.)
61E.g., as appears in footnote 49, the forms |(4"
- "-a1 an'd $(ev - e-t) have the
same associated function.
62Thus the expressions tr"a($(e"
- r'")), ),U$@, - e-o)),sinh are all three synonymous, having not only the same denotation (namely the Iunction sinh), but also the
same sense, even under the severest criterion oI sameness of sense.
(In saying this we are supposing a language or system of notation in which the two
different-expressions sinh iia ),a1tr1e' - e-')) both occur. Ilowever, the very fact of
synonymy shows that the expression sinh is dispensable in principle: except for considerations of convenience, it could always be replaced by the longer expression
tra(*(e" - e-")).In constructing a formalized language, we preler to avoid such duplications of notation so far as readily possible. See $I1.)
The expressiors )c(l(e" - e-")) ar,d ),y($(et - e-o)) contain the variables a and' g
respectiv6ly, as bound variables
in the senie of footnotes 28, 36 (and of $06 below)'
For, according to the meaning just explained for theri, these expressions are constatrts,
not singularylorms. But of course the expression f(ao - e-o) is a singulary forrn, with
o as a free variable.
The meaning of such an expression as la(ge"l, formed from the binary form 3te'
by prefixing La, now follows as a consequence of the explanation about variables and
Iorms in $0r. In this expression, o is a bound variablo and gt is a free variable, and tho
is

written

as sufficient

a delinition of sinh, in the

to the two free variables of the form.
The two associated functions of a binary form are identical, and thus
recluce to one function, if and only if they are symmetric. In this case the
lrinary form itself is also called symmetric.66
Likewise an n-ary form has z! associated. n-ary functions, one for edch
of the permutations of its free variables. Some of these associated functions
rrrt: identical in certain cases of s5rmmetry.
I.ikewise a constant has associated m-ary functions, for rn, : 1,2,3, . . . ,
lly an obvious extension of the explanation already made for the special
t'its(: nr: t. And by a still further extension of this we may speak of the
rrss<rciated m-ary fi:r:lctions of afi n-ary form, when n1 > n. In particular a
nxl)r'(!ssion is a singulary form whose values are singulary {unctions. From it, by prelixing i.r7, we obtain a constant, denoting a singulary function, and the range of values

ol llris singulary function consists of singulary

functions.

rrltt constructing a formalized language, the mann€r in which parentheses are to be
grrrl irr hts to be specified with more care. As a matter of fact this will be done, as we

rlurll scc, not by associating parentheses with the notation ).o,but by suitable provision
lrr lrrrrontheses (or brackets) in connection with various other notations which may

rrltrl in tho form to which i"ar is

prefixed.

.122 as a notation for the funcI rrr wlrosc range consists of all real numbers and whose value is 2 for every argument.
"Nolo slroul<l also be taken of expressions in which the variable after,l, is not the
rrunrl nH llrr: froc variable of the form which follows; thus, for example, )'AG@" - e-")).
Ar lr xr,r.rr fronr tho cxplanation in $02, this expression is a singulary form with o as
llr Jtlr vnritlrlc, thc values of the form being constant functions. For the value 0 of o,
I

"'l'lrrrs in connection with real-number theory we use

og

, llrn forru

lrt lxr(lr

,l,y(l(eo

- c-,)) has as its value the constant function ,190.

rrxprcssiotrs, Ly(t@"
- e-")) and, lyo, gt is a bound or apparent variable.
lurvr: tlrctrly uscd this tcrm, as applied to forrps, in footnote 46, assuming the

"Wn
trrrhr'l
rrrrtltrrrttnding of it as familiar mathematical

terminology.
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singulary form has not only an associated singulary function

but
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introduced above for singulary functions, is readily extended to the case of
rn-ary functions,s? but we shall not have occasion to use such extension in this

Frege (inhisBegrillsschrilt of 1879 and later publications): (i) the elimination of the dubious notion of a variable quantity in favor of the variable as
a kind of symbol;.2 (ii) the admission of functions of arbitrary range by
removing the restriction that the arguments and values of a function be
numbers. closely associated with (ii) is Frege's introduction oL the profositional lunction (in rSTg), a notion which we go on to explain in the
next section.

book. The passage from a form to an associated function (for which the
.l-notation provides a s5.'rnbolism) we shall speak of as abstraction or, more
explicitly, m-ary functionitl, abstraction (if the associated function is rn-ary).
Historically the notion of a function was of gradual growth in mathe-

marians, the unit of expression in the natural languages is the sentence,
an 4ggregation of words which makes complete sense or expresses a

also

associated binary functions, associated ternary functions, and so on.
(When, however, we speak simply ol the associated function of a singulary form, we shall mean the associated singulary function.)

The notation by means of

.1

for the associated functions of a form,

as

matics, and its beginning is difficult to trace. The particular word "function"

was first introduced by G. W. v. Leibniz and was adopted from him by
Jean Bernoulli. The notation l(r), or lr, with a letter such as I in the role
of a function variable, was introduced by A. C. Clairaut and by Leonhard
Euler. But early accounts of the notion ot lwnction do not suf{iciently separate it from that of an expression containing free'variables (or a form).
Thus Euler explains a lunction of a aariable quantity by identifying it with
an analytic expression,ss i.e., a form in some standard system of mathematical notation. The abstract notion of a function is usually attributed by
historians of mathematics to G. Lejeune Dirichlet, who in 1837 was led by
his study of Fourier series to a major generalization in freeing the idea of a
function from its former dependence on a mathematical expression or law
of circumscribed kind.se Dirichlet's notion of a function was adopted by
Bernhard Riemann (1851),60 by Hermann Hankel (1870),61 and indeed by
mathematicians generally. But two important steps remained to be taken by
6?This has been done

by Carnap in Noles lor Syrnbolic Logic (1937) and elsewhere.
Functio qua*titatis aariabilis est expressio analytico quomodocunque oomposita et
illo quantitate aariabili et numeris seu quantitotibus constantibus. Omnis ergo expressio
analytica, in qua praeter quantitatem variabilem z omnes quantitates illam expressionem componentes sunt constantes, erit functio ipsius z ... Funclio ergo quantitatis
aoriabilis ipsa, erit quantitas aoriobilis." Introductio in Analysin Inlinitorum (1748),
6s"

l, vol. 8, p. f8. See furtirer footnote 62.
his Werhe, vol. l, p. 135. It is not important that Dirichlet restricts his statement at this particular place to continuous functions, since it is clear from other passages in his writings that the same generality is allowed to discontinuous functions. On
page 132 of the same volume is his well-known example of a function from real numbers
to real numbers which has exactly two values, one for rational arguments and one for
irrational arguments.
Dirichlet's generalization had been partially anticipated by Euler in 1740 (see an
account by H. Burkhardt in Jahresberichl dey Deulsohen Malhematiher-Verei*igu*g,
vol. l0 part 2 (1008), pp. l3-la) and later by J.B.J. Fourier (seehis Oeuures,vol.l,
p. 4;

Opera, ser.

60See

pp. 207, 209, 280-232),
roWcrhe,

pp. 8-4.

rrln a paper reprinted ia

t};.o Malhckolische

Awtulcr, vol, 20 (1882), pp. 68-112.

04. Propositions and propositional functions. e""o.ai,glttlto"*-

complete thought. when the complete thought expressed is that of
an assertion, the sentence is called a declaratiae sentence. In what follows
we shall have occasion to refer only to declarative sentences, and the

simple word "sentence" is to be und.erstood always as meaning a declarative
sentence.oB

we sharl carry over the term sentence from the natural ranguages
also to the formalized languages. For logistic systems in the sense of
$07-uninterpreted calculi-the term sentence will be introduced by special
definition in ea,ch case, but always with the intention that the expressions delined to be sentences are those which will become sentences in
our foregoing sense under interpretations of the calculus as a formalized.
language.oa

In order to give an account of the meaning of sentences, we shall adopt a

theory due to Frege according to which sentences are names of a certain
kinrl, 'this sccms unnatural at first sight, because the most conspicuous
use of sc,tences (and indeed the one by which we have just identified
or
rfrhe passagequoted from Euler in footnote

bg reads as if his uariabre quantity were
But this is ,,ot consist"J;th ;;;;;lJff.a"
whore in the same woik which ,re e.."otiui-io-Bot"r,.
"t."_
oi tr,"
"si luerit y luncli,.o quaecunque ipsius z, tum uicissirn
"." z erit"o1ioo-oi-trrrctioo
-e'g.,
lunctio ifsius y,,
(opera, p..24), "Sed omnis iransfoti"rtil,
in alio modo eandem functionem
n l<ind of symbot or expression.

oxprimendi, quemadmodum ex Algebra "o".irtit
constat eandem qourrtitui"; p". plr.".
diversas formas

exprimi posse,, (Ob7ta. o. 12\.
irThe-question may be
*fritfr"i,'ruy,'an interrogative or an imperative logic
-rarsg_,
in which interrogativ_e
o. i^p"'."u""
senteices and what ^they e*press
o1 cg m r.nands ) h ar,'e ror es,".ro!o". io
J,IJ,.". u'a
proposrtlons ln logic of ordinary kind. And some tentative
":;.t'i',l'.
proposals
have in Iact been
made towards an imoerative logic, and atso to*ards
an optative logic or l0gic of wishes.
Ilu-t_these matters ire beyond' ti,re scope oi trrir-toot.
the
explanation
in i02.regarding tlrrr." i" connection with rogistic systems of
..
tho"cf.
terms co stant, aailob.[e, to!il.
;;planation appties"to a nlmUe. ot
[y;""1";;; p..iicrrta.,
torms of like kind to be introduced.berow-ln
propositionaraariabre,propositionol |orm, opcrator, quantilier, Uouna roiio[tr, co rrect,it)e.

.
ie possible,

9:::19f

;h;;;';il
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described them) is not barely to namc somcthing but to tn:tkc att asscrtitltt.
Nevertheless it is possible to regard sentences as names by distinguishing
its non-asserbetween the assertive use of a sentence on the one hand, and
sentence
longel
of
a
constituent
a
and
name
a
as
tive use, on the other hand,
we
asserted,
simply
is
a
sentence
when
(just as other names are used). Even
other
for
possible
not
a
way
shall hold that it is still a name, though used in

llrr.rrrrrrrr,"llu,irrrtlror of Wottcrh,y" lx:ing rcplacc<l lly anothcr whic]r has
lllr,rrrltrrr. rh,noltrliorr. Agirirr tlrtr scntcncc "Sir Waltcr Scott is the arrthor of
)l',ltttlry" rrrttsl lrirvc tlrc salnc tlenotation as thc sentence "Sir Walter
t,r rll t,r llrr. rnrtn wlro wrotc twcnty-nine
Wavcrley Novels altogether," since
llrr.trirtrrr."tlrt.irtttlxrr <tf. Waucrley" is replaced by another name of the same
lr.,txrn, tlrt. lirtlcr scntencc, itisplausibletosuppose,if itisnotsynonymous
wlllr "'l'lu.rrrrrnlrcr, such that Sir Walter Scott is the man who wrote that
rr,ury Wirv('rkry Novcls altogether, is twenty-nine," is at least so nearly
m rr,, lr) (.usllro its having the same denotation; and from this last sentence
Irr lrrnr, rr'pliu:irrg the complete subject by another name of the same number,
n,r'olrlrrirr, rrs still having the same denotation, the sentence "The number of

I
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names.65

An important advantage of regarding sentences as names is that all the
and applied
ideas anj explanations o{ $$01-03 can then be taken over at once
have to
we
should
Else
case.
a
special
as
to sentences, and related matters,
developindependentlyatheoryofthemeaningofsentences;andinthe
would be
course of this, it seems, the developments of these three sections
as a kind
so closely paralleled that in the end the identification of sentences
as
of names (though not d.emonstrated.) would be very force{ully suggested
require
we
shall
particular
In
theory.
the
unifying
a means of simplifying and
variables for which sentences may be substituted, forms which become
and
sentences upon replacing their free variables by appropriate constants,
of
sentences
associated functions of such forms-things which, on the theory
forth in
as names, fit naturally into their proper place in the scheme set
$$02-03.

Granted that sentences are name's, we go on, in the light o{ the discussion

in$0l,toconsiderthedenotationandthesenseofsentences.
Asaconsequenceoftheprinciple(2),statedinthenexttolastparagraph
of $01, examples readily present themselves of sentences which' though in
denotation.
sollle sense of different meaning, must apparently have the same

Thus the denotation (in English) of "Sir walter Scott is the author of
waaerley" must be the same as that of "Sir walter Scott is sir walter Scott,"
s6To

the non-assertive use of a sentence and the assertive use, especially

distinguish
in the
in a formalized language, Fiege wrote a horizontal line' --' before the sentencc
of the vertical
former case, and the charac1".'! n"to." it in the latter case, the addition
it Principia.
iirr"
trrr. serving as a sign oi assertiorr. Russell, and whiteheacl ancl Russcll non-asserted
-Uiin"*ot1ro,
use of the horizontal line befr>ro
a'id not ]ai"*-F
"g"'s
I in the role o{ an assertion sign'
but did take over the-character
-in."g"rf."usedthehorizontallinebeforenamesotherthansentences,theexpression
-""rrt"rr""r,

iorri"a being a
"o
concern us here.)

rrt." ."rt"rc". But this is a feature of his notation which need not

Inthisbookweshallnotmakeuseofaspecialassertionsign,but(inaformalized or
the mere writing of a^sentence displayed on a separateline
lrrrg".g") ,fr.tt
"rnptoy
indication of its asseition. This is possible because- sentences used
line"s aJ sutficient
t parts o{ asserted sentences' and because o{ the
non-assertively ,." ut*uy"
"o.rstitoet
arrarigement on-the printed page' (In a one-dimenu""lfuUifity of a two-dimensional
punctuation')
sional arrange^.rrt trt*.s"'".11." ss" *;ira indeed-be '"i"tttty'1f ot'ly as
U"i"w, in Chapter I and later chapters, is not the FregeThe sign [which is
"-pf.V"a
but has a wholly diflerent use'
Russell issertion sign,

rourrlrlr irr Utah is twenty-nine."
N,,w llrc two sentences, "Sir Walter Scott is the author of Waueiley"
rrrrrl "'l lrr,nurnber of counties in Utah is twenty-nine," though they have
llr,'',,rrrrr.rlcnotation according to the preceding line of reasoning, seem
rrr ltrirlly lo have very little in common. The most striking thing that they
rl, lr,rvl irr common is that both are true. Elaboration of examples of this
htrrl l,rrtls us quickly to the conclusion, as at least plausible, that all true
And parallel examples may be used in
llrr",;rrrrc way to suggest that all false sentences have the same denotation
(r'1, , "Sir Walter Scott is not the author oIWaaeiley" must have the same
rlr,rrll;rlion as "Sir Walter Scott is not Sir Walter Scott").
llrlrr,frrre, with Frege, we postulate66 two abstract objects called trutht't,ln(\, rrrre of them being trwth and the other one fal,sehood. And we declare
rrll lrrrt'scntences to denote the truth-value truth, and all false sentences
lu rk,rrotc the truth-value {alsehood. In alternative phraseology, we shall
rrl',,, slrt'rrk of a sentence as haaing the truth-value truth (if it is true) or
h,tt'rttg tlrc truth-value falsehood (if it is false).67
llrc scnse of a sentence may be described as that which is grasped when
,)rr un(lcrstands the sentence, or as that which two sentences in different
l,rrrf iilirf{cs must have in common in order to be correct translations each of
Ilr' ,llu:r. As in the case of names generally, it is possible to grasp the sense
cr,rrlrrrcr,s lrave the same denotation.

'( l o liroge, as a thoroughgoing Platonic realist, our use of the word "postulate"
r, ,u,,,,,U not be acceptable. It would represent his position better to say that the
nf lfrif lr()r) indicates that there are two such things as truth and falsehood (das Wahre
1,,

Falsche).
I
" l lrr. cxplicit use of two truth-values appears for the first time in a paper by C. S.
l', lrr. irr tbe Atnerican Journal ol Mathematics, vol. 7 (1885), pp. 180-202 (orsee his

rrrr,l r/rrs

,'l11 l1/ Papers, vol. 3, pp. 210-238). Frege's first use of truth-values is in his Funhtion
xr,l lttgrill of l89l and in his paper of 1892 which is cited in footnote 5; it is in these
lllrl llrr: account of sentences as names of truth-values is'first put forward.
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of its denota-

knowledge
of a sentence without therefore necessarily having
this sense' In particular'
by
determinetl
as
than
otherwise
tion (truth-value)

remain unknown whether the
though the sense is grasped, it may sometimes

denotation is truth.

atruth-ualue is contained
Any concept of a truth-value, provided thatbeing
some actually available
of
in the concept, and whether or not it is the sense
we shall callapropsentence in a particular language under consideration,
osition, translating thus Frege's Gedanhe' '
*" use the term' is an abstract object of the
Therelore a proposition,
"t
or a function' It has not the
same general category as a class, a number'
of William of Ockham's propositio rnental'is or of'
psychological
his term
"h.r""i",
irr" tr.aitional iud.gmenl: in the words o{ Frege, explaining
dessen
sondern
"nicht das subjective Thun des Denkens'
Ged.anhe,

it is

von Vielen zu
objectiven Inhalt, der fiihig ist, gemeinsames Eigenthum
sein."

define a proposition

Traditional (post-scholastic) logicians were wont to
linguistic entity' either a senas a judgment expressed in words, thus as a
tenceoraSentencetakeninassociationwithitsmeaning.osButinnon.
technicalEnglishthewordhaslongbeenusedratherforthemeaning(into
have latterly come
our view the sense) of a sentence,Be and logicians
"proposition'" This is the happy
accept this as the technical meaning of
have been due in part to sheer
must
result of a process which, historica\,
confusionbetweenthesentenceinitselfandthemeaningofthesentence.
other
It provides in English a distinction not easily expressed in some
is
which
Gedanke
1.rr!r"g"., and makes possible a translation of Frege's
less misleading than the word "thought"'zo
or is a concept of
According to our usage, every proposition determines
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(,,r , rrs wc shall also say, has) some truth-value. It is, however, a somewhat
rrrlrilr':rry decision that we deny the name proposition to senses of such
,r'rrlr.rrurs (o{ the natural languages) as express a sense but have no truthr.rrlrrr,.?r 't'o this extent our use of. propositioa deviates from Frege's

u',r. ol Ocd.anhe. But the question will not arise in connection with the
l,rr rrrirlizt:rl languages which we shall study, as these languages will be

that every name-and in particular every sentence-has
rr rh,ttotittion.
A lrloposition is then true il it determines or has the truth-value truth,
l,tltt il it has the truth-value falsehood. When a sentence expressing a prop,,,,rlr,n is asserted we shall say that the proposition itself is thereby
,ur lorrstructed

t,\\t'r'l(1.72
r\ r'rrrirrlrle whose range is the two

truth-values-thus a variable for which
*uy appropriately be substituted-is
r rrllr,rl ;r ltrofositional aariable. We shall not have occasion to use variables
*,rrl.n( (,s (cxpressing propositions)

'r l 11, I lrr. ,ri,,,r.k of footnote 22, such are sentences which contain non-obliquely one
,,r rr,,r,. nirnlcs that express a sense but lack a denotation-or so, following Frege, we
olr,rll l,rkc tlrrn. Iixamplesare: "Thepresentkingof Franceisbald"; "Thepresentking
r,l lrrrrrrr.is rrot bald"; "The author o{ Principia Mathematica was born in 1861."
(\,rlrrllrllirsl r.xample,itistruethatthephrase"theauthorof PrincipiaMathetnalica"

rr.,"rr,,rlllrolrriiltcsupportingcontextmaybeanellipsisforsomethinglike"theauthor
,,1 I'r r rr,

r,. l, r,

r

lll ul hematica who was just mentioned" and therefore have a denotation; but
,rul)l)r)s(! that there is no suchsupportingcontext,sothatthephrasecanonly

I'tr

rrr,rrr "llrr.rruc;tnd only author of Prittcipia Mathernatiea" and therefore have no
rlr'rr,rlrrltrrlt )
1,, 'r.rrlcrrls :rs a special case of names, of course the second remark of Iootnote 22
rl',,, 'rIIltr.rr. 'l'lrrrs wo understand as true (and containing oblique occurrences of names)
r 'l lr rl llr. :r'ntt.nct:s: "Lady Hamilton was like Aphrodite in beauty"; "The fountain
,,1 y,rrlllr rrr rrol loc;rtc<I in Florida"; "The present king of France does not exist."
Lr." ' ,,1 rlorrlrl rvlrt'thcr a sentence has a truth-value or not are also not difficult to

Itrr,l rr lll,r,olrni.r:(ion, the exact meaning o{ various phraseologies in the natural
Lrrrlrr r1r, , lx rrrg oft.cn insufliciently determinate for a decision.
'';,,11,,, llrr. lolkrwing distinction. The statement that a certain proposition was
r t,,l (,r,ry orr srrr:h :rntl such an occasion) need not reveal what language was used
r',r rr rl,, rrry rr'[('r(!nco to a particular language. But the statement that a certain
erttrrr. \\.r,,.r..,!i.rlr.rl rkrt:sn()tconveythemeaningofthetransactionunlessitisadded

q"",

6sE.g.,inIsaacwatts'sLogich,1725:"APtopositioaisaSentencewhereintwoor
Affirmation or Negation" " In
or Terrns rt";()i'i"i"Lt al"ioi""aty onewell
as ld'ea's' because when mere
as
describing a Propositiort i""""itt" wi'a f"'it
but when
a
more ld.eas

rather called Judgment;
Ideas are join,d in trre ruinJ wiirrout words, it is
clothedwithWords,itiscalledaProposition'gy9ntho'itbeintheMindonly'aswell
g;'w'iii"g'" Again in Richard Whately's Elements
as when it is expressed bv;;;il
.,The secon-d'part o-f Logic treits of ttre proposition; which is., ' ludgment
ol Logic,l826:
a"tinea logicailv 'a sentence indicative" i'e'

A P#;;tt;;is'

in
"Jff;':-i'J#"v,"s,'i.l,i'';fii;;;';;lni'a'Z"a"q*"stiotts'\"
exbvessed'

wovd,s.'

Here whatelv is rollow-

these passages.show no important
ing in part the Latin .f U"*y ef atich (I69I )' In fa.ct
rnilenniurriearliJr' but thev are quoted
ad.vance over Petrus Hi.p;"'i';;;;;;;l;;il'If

;;;;;;;;p.;

of the hisiorv of the word "proposition" in IJnglish'

words
i"Ji-out"i""d by s"uustituting the
Address.
"*r-prj'ir,""i";;;;;;;.
..declarative sentence,,
f;;;ir;-;;;d;,proposition" in Lincoin's Gettysburg
Inlvoiluctiotr
?0For a Iurthcr account of thc history of tho mattcr, wc refcr to.carnap's
l{)l}I'
/-ogr'c'
Generul
l'lat'n'
M'
lt'
:tlso
scc
;t;ti
lo Sunantics, 1042, pp. i:)6-;ia-:
o0consider,

ro,

r,,,r r,rrr,r,rll,.

l.or not only may the same proposition be expressed by differfcrcnt languages, but also the same sentence may be used to assert
,ltll, r, rrl grr.gr.,rilions ;rr:rxrrrling to what language the user intends. It is beside the
l.rllr.r silrrittion is comparatively rare in the principal knowrr natural
l,1.rr,1.,,
"'r r1ll','l, llrr.
' rl li n"l r;rrt. wltcn all Possible languages are taken into account.
ll,,', rl llr,. l,rrrlirr;lgc is l,)nglish, thc statement, "Seneca said that man is a rational
{rrtr[,rl , ',r\,,r'.i llrr. lrroPosition th:rt Seneca asserted but not the information what
lnrrr,, rr,, lr,. rr.rr,rl, ()u tlrc o|lrt:r hantl thc statement, "Seneca wrote, 'Rationale enim
d',r',, 'l . ,l lr.rrro,'" givt's only tlrt: information what succession oI letters he set down,
., r .,tr.rt 1,r,,1',r.rrlrorr lrr.;lssr.rtorl. ('l'lrr: roadcr may guess or know from other sources
ll',r , ,,,. ,r rr.,,.,1 l,irlitr, llrl Lhis is ncithcr said nor implied in the given statement-for
rl,,, ,rr. rr,ur\, l,lrf,u'rl.l(.s lx'sirk.s L;rt.in in wlritfi this succcssion of letters spells a deI r,,rri, r ,rr rrl.rrl. ,urrl, lor lrll tlr:rt. tlrorr ;tntl I l<now, onc of thcm may once have been
!.

,,rl ,' rl. lr,

ltr

(, I r',rl

rr,;rs rrsr.rl.

,, rrr rlif

r'.t.,

)
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suggest the term intensional'
whose values are propositions, but we would
t-nriable for these'
propositional
.Aformwhosevaluesaretruth-values(andwhichthereforebecomesa
sentence when its free variables are replaced

by appropriate constants) is

apropositional|orru.Usagesanctionsthisterm?sratherthan..truth-va1ue
tor*i ' thus naming the form rather by what is expressed' when constants

replace the variables, than by what is denoted'
i propositional form is said to be satisfied' by a vahe of its free variable'
for those values of its
o, . ryr["* o{ values of its free variables' if its value
of a system of
speak
should
we
free variables is truth. (More explicitly,

form in a gfuen
values o{ variables as satis{ying a given propositional
may often be omitted
language,but the reference to the particular language
form may also be said to be trwe
as clear from the context.) A propositional

orlalseforagivenvalueofitsfreevariable'orsystemofvaluesofitsfree

its free variables is truth
variables, according as its value {or those values of

or falsehood.
Afunctionwhoserangeofvaluesconsistsexclusivelyoftruth-values,and
form' is a
thus in particular any associated function of a propositional
"proposipropositiinal function. Here again, established usale sanctions

tionalfunction,,?aratherthan..truth-value{unction,,,thoughthelatter
,.numerical
term would. be the one analogous to, e.g., the term
a function whose values are numbers'

function,, for

(or
A propositional function is said to be satisfied' by an argument
ordered
(or
that argument
ord.ered system of arguments) if its value for
we may say that a
synonymously
Or
truttr'
system of arguments) is
or ordered system
propositional function hotd's lor a particular argument
of arguments.

Fromitsuseinmathematics,weassumethatthenotionofaclassis
at least informally familiar to the reader' (The words sel and
class' but we shall not
aggreg-ate are ordinarily used as synonymous with

already

rolo*thisusage,becauseinconnectionwiththeZermeloaxiomaticset
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llrlor'.y?r'we shall wish later to give the word sal a special meaning, somewhat
rlrlllrtrrt from that of class.) We recall that a class is something which has

r)r nriry h:ave mentbers, and that classes are considered identical if and only
rl tlrr.y have exactly the same members. Moreover it is usual mathematical
rr rrc l irr: to take any given singulary propositional form as having associated
rvrllr it :r class, namely the class whose members are those values of the free
r,,rrrrrlrlt: for which the form is true.
Irr connection with the functional calculi of Chapters III.VI, or rather,
rvrllr llrr'{ormalized languages obtained from them by adopting one of the
rrrrlir;rlcrl principal interpretations ($07), it turns out that we may secure
.r'rl,llring necessary about classes by just identifying a class with a
1

function, and membership in the class with
lion of the singulary propositional function. We shall consequently
rrr,rl., llris identification, on the ground that no purpose is served by
rrr,rrrrl:rirring a distinction between classes and singulary propositional

',rr11iul;rry propositional
',,rlr',1;rt

Ittrr, I totts.

\\'r' rrrrrst add at once that the notion of a class obtained by thus identiwith singulary propositional functions does not quite coincide
rr rllr llrr. irrformal notion of a class which we first described, because it does
rrrrl l11ll1, l)r()scrve the principle that classes are identical if they have the
,, rrr nf.nrl)(:rs. Rather, it is necessary to take into account also the rangel1l111 r'l;rsscs

rt, tttl,r't,, ol ir cl:rss (constituting, i.e., the range of the singulary propositional
Irrrr lr,rr). .\nrl only when the range-members are given to be the same is the
l,r r r, r lrh. prcscrved that classes are identical if they have the same members.
llrr, ,,r .i(,nr('othcr departure from the informal notion of a class is in fact
,, , , . ..rr y, lx'r:rruse, as we shall see later,76 the informal notion-in the pres,,, ' ,'l ,,,nr(' otl)cr assumptions difficult to avoid-is self-inconsistent and
I' rrl.lrr,rrrtirrorrrit:s. (Thesals of Zermelo settheorypreservetheprinciple
tllI ,'1,, lr:rvirrg thc same members are identical, but at the sacrifice of the
r

l.rlr, rl,lr. llurl
.,,

I

rrrr

irrltitrary singulary propositional form has an associated

)

r,, . llrr,rr, rr r:litss is a singulary propositional function, we speak
tlr' ,tutt:t o/ tlrr' <;l:rss just as we do of the propositional function
l, rl r', llrr. strrnc tlring). We think of the range as being itself aclass,

,,1
?3Cf. footnote 26.
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lr two propositional forms e, > I and o > 0 have the same associated
l.r',,i, rril.rnely, the class whose range is the real numbers and whose members
rui llr(' lrositive real numbers. This class is identified with either ),r(e, > l)
,r ,l,r:(.r: > 0), these two propositional functions being identicatr.,vith each other

r

l,r llrc r:onvention about identity of functions adopted in $03.
l,ilr( ('the propositional form sin r
- 2has the value falsehood for every
,rl r'. llrc zrssociated class ,lr(sin fi:2) has no members.

value

r\ r'l;rss which has no members is called a nwll class or ar' erupty class. From
,,nr , onvorltions about identity of propositional functions and of classes, if the
rnrl'r' i:.i given, it follows that there is only one nuil class. But, e.g., the range of
llr, rrrrll t'lass associated with the {orm sinr:2 and the range of the null
,1,r,, ;rssot:iated with the {orm e < 0 are not the same: the former range is the
r,,rl rrrrrrlx:rs, and the latter range is the positive real numbers.?? \Me shall speak
1r ,1r,r lrvt'ly r>f the "null ciass of real numbers" and of the "nu1l class of positive

rr,rl rrrrtttllcrs "
\ , l,r'r:i which coincides with its range is called a uniuersal class. For example,
f lr, , l,r',,i ;rssociated with the forrrl. e, ) 0 is the universal class of real numbers;
lrrrl llrr.r'l;rss associated with the form e ) 0 is the universal class o{ positive
r,,rl rrrrrrrlx.rs.
I r. lrirr;rry propositional forms z3 + U, : 3ry and fr + !/ are both symmetric
f

rl , I
r

I

I r

l r r li r t c c:rch have one associated binary propositional function or reiation.

rrl;rr', thcassociatedrelationof theform rt'
yis therelationof diversity
l, lrv lr rr.rrl rrrrrnbers; or in other words the relation which has the pairs of real
lrlrrl,, r',.r; its rtrnge, which any two differentrealnumbersbeartoeachother,
,lrl \\ lrr lr rto rt:zrl number bears to itself.
I lr, 1,.11s;11y propositional forms lr
- Al < t arld lr - Al < e have each three
,,, r,rl,.rl lr.nritry propositional functions?8 (being symmetric in r and gr). A11
'r,
.,rr i,l llrr',,' lrrrrlxrsitional functions are different; but an appropriately chosen
l''rl ,'l llrcrrr, onc zrssociated with each form, will be found to agree in value {or
,r l l,, r l.r r.r l l r i plt.s of arguments which are in the range of both, differing only in
llr'rl llrr'lrr',1 orrclrrrsthevaluefalsehoodforcertainorderedtripleso{arguments
,. l,r, lr .rrl rr,,l itt tlr<: range of the other.

lrr

1,,11f s,

r

It lr - grl < d then lsinr - sinYl < e'
and s and d
whose range is the real numbers'
Ilere we are using fr, A, t asvariables
forms on the
seven
The
numbers'
real
as variables *ftor" 'utgf-itif'" po'itil'"
the
propositional f9r*r'. Those on
first three lines are exampres of singulary while on the last line is an examfourth line are binary, on tie fifth line ternary'
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value

si'c :

0'

llh. lnrl)r'()pcr symbols, connectives. When the expressions, especially
, nl.r(r.:r, ol ir language are analyzed into the single symbols o{ which
I lr, 1 r , rrr,,r,,l , :.;yrrrlxrls which may be regarded as indivisible in the sense that

llr,

' \, , ,,r'lrnl, lo llrc ittforttriLl rrotion tlrzrt classcs with the same members are identical,
rt .. ,,,1,1 l,, lrrrr.;rlrsolrrlcly tltal. tlrcrt: is only one null class. The distinction of null
|, ., , \\ rllr rlrllr.rr.rrl r;ln,<(.s wits introducctl by Itussell in 1908 as a part of his theory
| | , t ' I ,,, ( lr,rplr.r Vl). 'l lrt: sirrur: thing lxlrl prcviously been done by Ernst Schroder
i,, rr', I', ,l r,rlrrrrrr. ttl \is tlllitbru, dtr l1gi,J1 (lU{)0), though with a very different moti"\r',r,,flrl.,,,,,rr,u;iorrirllyrrst:tlrt:l.crrrrlt'rrtu,ryrclalion(andquaternaryrelalionetc).

lr, I rlr, ,r!ul'1.'lt'tntttldlit),t will lx:r'r'st,rvcrl fortlrcspt:cialcascof abinaryrelation,or

l,r,,.r,

I

1,r,,g,,,.,tIt,,u,rI

Iulcli'ru.
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no division of them into parts has relevance to the meaning,Te we have
seen that there are two sorts of symbols which may in particular appear,
namely primitive proper names and variables. These we call proper symbol,s,
and we regard them as having meaning in isolation, the primitive names as
denoting (or at least purporting to denote) something, the variables as
having (or at least purporting to have) a non-empty range. But in addition
to proper symbols there must also occur symbols which are improper-ot
in traditional (Scholastic and pre-Scholastic) terminology, syncategorematic
which have no meaning in isolation but which combine with proper
-i.e.,
symbols (one or more) to form longer expressions that do have meaning

in

isolation.so

Conspicuous among improper symbols are parentheses and brackets of
various kinds, employed (as familiar in mathematical notation) to show the
way in which parts of an expression are associated. These parentheses and
brackets occur as constituents in certain combinations of improper symbols
such as we now go on to consider-either exclusively to show association and
in connection with other improper symbols which carry the burden of showing the particular character of the notation,sl or else sometimes in a way
that combines the showing of association with some special meaning-pro-

ducing character.sz

of improper symbols which may be used
together with one or more constants to form or produce a new constant.
Connectiaes are combinations

?sThe formalized languages are to be so constructed as to make such analysis into
single symbols precisely possible. In general it is possible in the natural languages only
partially and approximately-or better, our thinking o{ it as possible involves a certain
idealization.
In written English (say), the single symbols obtained are not just the letters with
which words are spelled, since the division of a word into letters has or may have no
relevance to the meaning. Frequently the single symbols are words. In other cases they
are parts of words, since the division, e.g., of "books" into "book" and "s" or of
"colder" into "cold" and "er" does have relevance to the meaning. In still other cases
the linguistic structure of meaningful parts is an idealization, as when "worse" is taken
to have an analysis parallel to that of "colder," or "I went" an analysis parallel to that
of "I shall go," or "had I known" parallel to that of "if I should hear." (Less obvious
and more complex examples may be expected to appear i{ analysis is pressed more in

detail.)

soApparently the case may be excluded that several improper symbols combine without any proper symbols to form an expression that has meaning in isolation. For the
division of that eipression into the impioper symbols as parts could then hardly be said
to have relevance to the meaning.
8lThus in the expression (t
*
serve
- (, y)) we may say that the inner parentheses
exclusively to show the association together of lhe part u - g of the expression, and
that they are used in connection with the sign -, which scrves to show subtraction'

82fn real number theory, the usual notation
| | {or the absolutc valuc is an obvious
exarnpie of this latter. Again it may lx: hcl<l tirat the pirrcnthcscs havc such zr <louble
use in cithcr o[ t]rc two nqtir.tions introtluccrl in $Ol] for:rll1llir:irtion of a singttlirry frrnc-

tion to its

:rrgrrnrt:nt.

rt(

)i)

J
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'l lrlrr, us follows from the discussion in
$02,

if we replace one or more of the
.orrsllnts each by a form which has the denotation of that constant among
ilr, r,:rlues, the resulting expression becomes a form (instead of a constant);
,rrrrl tlrt: free variables of this resulting form are the free variables of all the

or more) which were united by means of the connective (with
lr other and possibly also with some constants) to produce the resulting
lor 111. 1,, order to give completely the meaning-producing character of a
lr;rrli(:ular connective in a particular language, not only is it necessary to
1irvr, llrc clenotations3 of the new constant in every permissible case that the
r onn(,(:tive is used together with one or more constants to form such a new
r ,r r:rlrr n t, but also, for every case that the connective may be used with forms
,,r l{)r n)s and constants to produce a resulting form, it is necessary to give
llr. r',rrrplcte scheme of values of this resulting form for values of its free
r,rrr;rlrk's. And this must all be done in a way to conform to the assumpIr,rr:, :rlxrut sense and denotation at the end of (01, and totheconventions
irl,,rrl rrrt'lning and values of variables and forms as these were described in
rrl):' ( ()nncctives may then be used not only in languages which contain
r.rr,,l;rrrts but also in languages whose only proper symbols are variables.s4
I lrr. r:orrstants or forms, united by means of a connective to produce a
rf \\'(()rfslrrr)t or form, are called theoperand,s.Aconnectiveiscalledslzt ulttt\',ltinary,ternary, etc., according to the number of its operands.
.\ ',irrllrrllrry connective may be used with a variable of appropriate range
,r'. llrc,pt,nrud (this falls under our foregoing explanation since, of course,
'r \',ru;rl)l(' is iL special case of a form). The form so produced is called an
,t\\ttt t(tl(l lorm of. the connective if the range of the variable includes the
rlr rr.l.rliorrso[allconstantswhichmaybeusedasoperandsof theconnective
,rrr,l ,rll llrr, r'r,lt:vant values of atl the forms which maybeused asoperands
,,1 llrl r rrrrrrt.r:tivc (where by arel,eaant value of a form used as operand is
m'.rrl .r r';rlrrt' r:orresponding to which the entire form, consisting of conr,, lr\, :rrrtl opt:rancl, has a value). And the associated lunction of a sinl,rl.rr y r rrn('ctivc is the associated function of any associated form. The
,r ,, ;,111'1 | lrrru:tion as thus de{ined is clearly unique.
lnr nrs (one

r,.r,

'il I lr rr,l lr'( ('ssiu y (or possible) to give the sense of the new constant separately,
t., r llr. rr,ry' ttt rvltit:lr thc rlonot:rtion is given carries with it a sense-the same phrase
.r lrl lr r r rr.r.rl lo rr;rrrrc tlrc dcnotation must also express a sense.

.

I rrr llr r ilur.:il i()ns itrisc if , bcsirlcs constants, names having a sense but no denotation
rr,,rll,ru.rl :iurlrniur)(:sscr:rntoircuscdwithconnectivesinthenaturallanguagesand
ll rr ,rrrrl ,l,,llrrrs ol rrr;rtlrt:rrrir.ticlll notation, and indeed some illustrations which we
l',,,, ' nrlrl"\r.rl rk,pr,rrrl on tlris. Ilowcvcr, as zrlready explained, we avoid this in the
l,,lrr,rltr,,l l.rtrllttirHr.s wlriclr wt: s[aIl colsitlcr.
'rt I l,rrrlrrolr.iT.

3+

The notion of the associated function of a singulary connective is possible
also in the case of a language containing no variable with a range of the kind
required to produce an associated form, namely we may consider an exten-

sion of the language obtained by adding such a variable'
In the same way an n-ary connective may be used together with z
different variables as operands to produce a form; and this is called an
associated. lorm ol the connective if, for each variable, the range includes
both the denotations of all constants and all relevant values of all forms
which may be used as operands at that place. The associa.ted funct'ion of.the
connective is that one of the associated n-ary functions of an associated
form which is obtained. by assigning the arguments of the function, in their
order, as values to the free variatlles of the form in their left-to-right order
of occurrence in the forrn.
In general the meaning-producing character
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of

a. connective

is most

readily given by just giving the associated function, this being sufficient

to fix the use of the connective completely.ss
Indeed there is a close relationship between connectives and lunctional
constants or proper names of functions. Differences are that (a) a functional
constant d.enotes a function whereas a connective is associated, uith af]dJrction,
(b) a connective is never replaced by a variable, and (c) the notation for
application of a function to its arguments may be paralleled by a different
notation when a corresponding connective takes the place of a functional
constant. But these differences are from some points oI view largely nonessential because (a) notations of course have such meaning as we choose
to give them (within limitations imposed by requirements of consistency
and ad.equacy), (b) languages are possible which do not contain variables
with functions as values and in which functional constants are never re-

by variables, and (c) the notation for application of a function
to its arguments may, like any other, be changed-or even duplicated
placed

may be
86For example, the familiar notation (
- ) ior subtraction of real numbers
held to be a ionnective. That is, the combination of symbols which consists o{ a left
parenthesis, a minus sign, and a right parenthesis, in that order, may Lre considered as
'a
connective-rvhere the understanding is that an appropriate constant or {orm is to
be fi1led in at each of two piaces, ,"nt"ly immediately before and immediately after
the minus sign. To give comiletely the meaning-produci,g character of this connective,
it is necessaiy to giire the denotation o{ the resulting constant when constants arc {illcd
in at the two ptacEs, ancl zrlso to give the complete scherne of values of thc resulting forrn
a constant at l;ht:
when {orms are iilted in at the iwo placcs, oi a Ior:m at o,c placo
^nd lxr rnost cxPcrliother. f1 orclcr to rio this in a way tL confolrn to ${0I, 02, it may oftcn
tiops Iirst t6 introrIroo (by wlr:rtt:vt:r nl(]:Lrts lllily lx: av:til:tlrlt: irt tlro 1r:rrticttl:rr trolltt:xt)
thc lrirr:rry frrrrr:lion,rl i,';i.l rrrrrrrlrrs tlr;rl is t:;tlir:tl.sr/rlrtr'li(,r,, il.ll(l tlltrtt to tlr:t:l;rrt: tlris
to bc tltc ;rssot:iltlt'tl Itttttrliotl ol lltc t:ottttt't tivt:.
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lry introducing several synon).rnous notations into the same language.ss
In the case of a language having notations for application of a function to
ils arguments, it is clear that a connective may often be eliminated or dis1x'rrscd with altogether by employing instead a name of the associated funcl ion--by modifying the language, if necessary, to the extent of adding such
;r nirme to its vocabulary. However, the complete elimination of all connectivr:s from a language can never be accomplished in this way. For the nol;r lions for application of a singulary function to its argument, for application
ol rr binary function to its arguments, and so on (e.g., the notations for these
rvlrit:h were introduced in $03) are themselves connectives. And though
I lrcsr: connectives, like any other, no doubt have their associated functions,s?

nr.\/(.rt heless not all of them can ever be eliminated by the device in question.ss

i{'l lrrrs, to use once more the example of the preceding footnote, we may hold that
rro{;rtion (
) is a connective and that the minus sign has no meaning in isolation,
( )r irllr.rnatively- we may hold that the minus sign denotes (is a name of) the binary
lrr( l ron, subtraction, and that in such expressions as, e.g., @ - a) or (5 2) we have
,t ,,;,r'r'irrl notation for application of a binary function to its arguments, different
from
Ilu rrot;rt.ion for this which was introduced in $03. The choice would seem to be arbitrary

llrl

l,r'lrvcr.n tlrcse two accounts of the meaning of the minus sign. But from one standpoint
lxr :rrgued that, if we are willing to invent some name for the binary function,
llr.rr llrrs nanre might just as well, and would most simply, be the minus sign.
nrr\ri cxplained below, we are for expository purposes temporarily ignoring difficulties
,,r ,,,nrplicirtions which may be caused by the theory of types or by such alternative
I, llrr' Ilrr.ory of types as may be adopted. On this basis, for the connective which is the

il rr.ry

r,,l,rl

rrr lor :rpplication of a singulary function to its

argument, we explain the asso-

, r,r I , ,l I rr rrcl ion by saying that it is the binary {unction whose value for an ordered pair
,,1 ,rrl.rrrrrr.rrts
anameo{thisassociated{unctionistobeusedforthe
I
I r r | ', ,',ri oI cl i rninating the connective, then another connective is found to be necessary,

I,tisl@). Butif

llrr rrol.rliorr, namely, forapplicationof abinaryfunctiontoitsarguments. rf thelatter

'

"rr.

r l rvr. is

to be eliminated by using a name of its associated function, then the no-

l,ril,rr lor;r.p1rlic:rtiono{aternaryfunctiontoitsargumentsbecomesnecessary. And
,.,,,'r ()lrviorrsly no genuine progress is being made in these attempts.
1 \ I I r r r;l rrrlying the theory of types the reader will see that the {oregoing statement,
,rrr,l ,,llrr.r:r w. lrave made, remain in some sense essentially true on the basis o{ that
llr,,,r1 ll isorrlythattheconnective,e.g.,whichisthenotation{orapplicationof a

'rl11rrl.rr1' lrrrrcl.ion to its argument must be thought of as replaced by many dif{erent
, r r, r l r y r.ri, c.t r(:sl)onding to
different types, and each o{ these has its own associated
lrrrrr lr.rr ( )r ;rllcrn:rtively, i{ we choose to retain this connective as always the same con-

,

,

r

,"'lr\'. r,1i;rrrllcsso[considerationsof t],pe,thentheremaywellbenovariableinthe
1,,r1'r1.11r'rvrIlr :tr;rrrgcof thekindrequiredtoproduceanassociatedform:anextension
,,1 llr, l,rrrlirr:rHr. lry:rtltling such a variable can be made to provide an associated form,

I'rrl rr,'l ,,r r';uiily:r rr:rrrrc of the associated {unction. See Carnap, The Logical Syntax ol
I tt1 tr,t1r (r rlr.rl irr [rxrt.nott: llll), exarnples at the end of $53, and references there given;

,rl ,,ll,rrr.rrrl N,lt;rrlt.'sProPosaloI"intertypicalvariables"inMind,n.s.vol.43(f934),
l,l. rl:l i'l, ,urrl r.nt:rrhs by lfarski in the appendix to his Wahrheitsbegrill (cited in
1,,,,r

,ll)).

llr, r. r'r, lr,rvcvcr', :L rltrvict: whiclr may bc used in appropriate context (cf. chapter
" ",,1,
' r 1,, r'lttrrrtt,tll irll llrt'r:onrrr:t;tivcs <:xcopt the notation for application ofasingulary
1

)

lr,r, l',,rr lr,rlr,,ugurn('lrl.'l lrisisrlonclryrcconstruingabinaryfunctionasasingulary
lrrrrr I rr,rr r\ 1r,,,,i, v;rlll(':i;rrt'sirrgrrlirry frrnt:t iorrs; a tcrnary function as a singulary function
'rlr,,,rr r,rlrrr.,r ,rrr. llrr;rry lrrrrr:tiorrs irr lltr: fort:going scnsc; and so on. For it turns out
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connectives other than notations for application of a function to its
arguments are apparently always eliminable in the way described by a
sufficient extension of the language in which they occur (including if necessary the addition to the language of notations for application of a function
to its arguments). Nevertheless such other connectives are often usedespecially in formalized languages of limited vocabulary, where it may be
preferred. to preserve this limitation of vocabulary, so as to use the language
as a means of singling out for separate consideration some special branch
of logic (or other subject).

In particular we shall meet with sentence connectiaes in Chapter I. Namely,
these are connectives which are used together with one or more sentences
to produce a new sentence; or when propositional forms replace some or
all of the sentences as operands, then a propositional form is produced rather

than a sentence.
The chief singulary sentence connective we shall need is one for negation.
In this role we shall use, in formalizedlanguages, the single symbol -, which,
when prefixed to a sentence, forms a new sentence that is the negation of
the first one. The associated function of this connective is the function from
truth-values to truth-values whose value for the argumenl fal,sehood is trutk,

n('ccssary

suggested, or sometimes two alternative readings; here the understanding
is that the two blanks are to be filled by oral readings of the same two sentences (in the same order) which {illed the two corresponding blanks in the
first column; and words which appear between parentheses are words which
that n-ary functions in the sense thus obtained can be made to serve all the ordinary
-purposes of n-ary functions (in any sense).

The alternative device of reducing (e.g.) a binary function to a singulary function by
reconstruing it as a singulary {unction whose argu.rnents are ordered pairs is also use{ul
in certain contexts (e.g., in axiomatic set theory). This device does not (atleast frima
facie) serve to reduce the number of connectives to one, as besides the notation for
application of a singulary Iunction to its argument there will be required also a conniiti.re which unitei the names of two things to form a name of their ordercd pair
(or at Icast some notation for this latter purllosc). Neverthclcss it is a devicc which
may sornctirncs bc usod to accomplish :l rcrluotion, cspt:ciarlly wltcrc othcr conncctivesr:r opcrators ($00)-:Lrc :rv:ril:tblc.
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are to be supplied whenever

to avoid a misunderstanding or to emphasize a distinction. In

tlu: third column the associated function of the connective is indicated by
rrtr:ans of a code sequence of four letters: in doing this, t is used for truth and
f f.r falsehood, and the first letter of the four gives the value of the function
lor lhc arguments t, t, the second letter gives the value for the arguments
l, f, the third letter for the arguments f, t, the fourth letter for the argurrrcnts f, f. In many cases there is an English name.in standard use, which
rrr;ry rlcnote either the connective or its associated function. This is indicated
irr rr f.urth column of the table; where alternative names are in use, both are
11rvlrr, and

I

in some

cases where none is

v

-l

-

in use a suggested name is supplied.

(or both).

or

|

tttf

ttft

-l

Converse implication.

tftt The (truth-functional)

If _-- then

=

(Inclusive) disjunction,
alternation.

lcli{8e

conditional,eo

-,8e
(materially) implies

(material) implication.

_.89

-

:

I

by the word "not" or by the phrase "it is false that."

The principalbinary sentence connectives are indicated in the table which
follows. The notation which we shall use in formalized languages is shown
in the first column of the table, with the understanding that each of the
two blanks is to be Iilled by a sentence of the language in question. In the
second column of the table a convenient oral reading of the connective is

PE

rrr:ry ordinarily be omitted for

and whose value for the argumenl truth is falsehood. For convenience in
reading orally expressions of a formalized language, the symbol - may be
rendered

IM PRO

ri06l

_,8e

and only if

-if
-_-is

tfft The

(truth-functional)

biconditional,eo

(materially) equi-

_.8e
and_.

(material) equivalence.

valent to

I
I

I
I

I

Not both

and

I

I

tfff
fttt
fttf

not (materially)

I
I
I

l,
,l
v

-or-butnotboth,
cquivalent to _.8s
-is
but not
..
-l
I Not_but_.
I Ncithcr _nor _.

Non-conjunction,
Sheffer's stroke.

-.

-l

Conjunction.

Exclusive disjunction,
(materiai) nonequivalence.

ftlf

(Material)non-implication.

fftf

Converse non-implication.

ffft

Non-disjunction.

" llrr r'i. .l (lr. linglish w.rtls "if," "implies," "equivalent,, in these oral readings
lr lit.ltltt r.s irtrlir::rtirrg thill: tlrt: rnt:ilnings of thesc Iinglish words are faithfully

tttrt,rl rtrrl
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The notations which we use as sentence connectives-and those which we
use as quantifiers (see below)-are adaptations of those in Whitehead and
Russell's Principia Mathematica (some of which in turn were taken from
Peano). Various other notations are in use,e1 and the student who would
rendered by the corresponding connectives in all, or even in most, cases. on the conlrary,._the mgaling-producing character of the connectives is to be learned with accuracy
from the third column of the table, where the associated functions are given, and the
oral readings supply at best a rough approximation.
As a matter of fact, the words "if . . . then" and "implies" as used in ordinary nontechnical English o{ten seem to denote a relation between propositions rathei than
between truth-values. Their possible meanings when employed in this way are difficult
to fix precisely and we shall make no attempt to do so. But we select the one use of the
words, "if . . . then" (or "implies")-their material use, we shall cal1 it-in which they
may be construed as denoting a relation between truth-values, and we assign thi!
relation as the associated function for the connective [
].
As examples of the material use of "if . . . then," consider=thi four following English
sentences:

(i)
(if)
(lii)
!r)
For

If
If
If
If

Joan of Arc was a patriot then Nathan Hale was a patriot.
Joan of Arc was a patriot then Vidkun Quisling was a patriot.
Vidkun Quisling was a patriot then attar'of rosis is a pir{ume.
Vidkun Quisling was a patriot then:Limburger cheese ii a perfume.
the sake o{ the illustration let us suppose examination of the histoiical facts to
reveal that Joan of Arc and Nathan HaIe were indeed patriots and that vidkun euisling
was not a patriot. Then (i), (iii), and (iv) are true, and (ii) is false; and to reach thdse
conclusions no examination is necessary of the characteristics of either attar of roses or
Limbu,rger cheese. (If the reader is inclined to question the truth of, e.g., (iii) on the
ground of complete lack o{ connection between Vidkun Quisling and ittar ol roses,
then this means that he has in mind some other use of "if . ... then" than the material
use. )

e,These terms were introduced by
Quine, who uses them

described

in" the list of truth-valuei

for "the mode of composition
as given in the third column of the table-i.e.,
the associated function of the connective rather

in effect, and in our terminology, for
than {or the connective itself. See his Mathewatical Logic, 1940, pp. 15, 20.
We prefer the better established terms material implicaiion and. mileri.at equiualence,
^
from
which the adjective m.aterial may be omitted *heo"rre. there is no danger of confusion with other kinds of implication or equivalence-as, for example, with formal

implication'and formal equivalence (g06), or with kinds of implication and equivalence
(belonging to modal logic) which are relations between profositions rathef than between truth-values. ..
0lWorthy of special remark is the parenthesis-{ree notation of
Jan l-ukasiewicz. In
this,
the letters N, A, C, E, K are used in the roles o{ negation, disjunction, implication,
equivalence, conjunction respectively. Further letters may be introduced if desired
(R has been employed as non-equivalence, D as non-conjunition). In use as a sentence
connective, the letter is writteh first and then in order the sentences or propositional
forms together with which it is used. No parentheses or brackets or ot[er notations
specially to show agsociation are necessary. E.g., the propositional form
(where p, q,

y

'

[l?=LqYr])=-P)

ate propositional variables) becomes,

in the l-ukasiewicz notation,

CCpAqrNp.

It is of course
-
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s06l

possible to apply the same idea to other connectives, in particular to
the notation for application of a singulary function to its argument. Hence (see footnote 88) parentheses and brackets may be avoided altogether in a formalized language.
The possibility of this is interesting. But the notatiorr so obtained is unfamitiai, and
Iess perspicuous than the usual one.
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compare the treatments of different authors must learn a certain facility
in shifting from one system of notation to another.
The brackets which we indicate as constituents in these notations may in
actual use be found unnecessary at certain places, and we may then just omit
them at such places (though only as a practically convenient abbreviation).
We shall use the termtruth-functionsz for a propositional function of truthvalues which has as range, ititis n-ary, all ordered systems of a truth-values.
Thus every associated function of a sentence connective is a truth-function.
And likewise every associated function of a form built up from propositional
variables solely by iterated use of sentence connectives.eg

06. Operators, quantifiers. An operatol is a comtrination of improper
symbols which may be used together with one or more variables-the
o|eratol ueria.bles (which must be fixed in number and all distinct)-and one
or more constants or forms or both-the operands-to produce a new constant or form. In this new constant or form, however, the operator variables
are at certain determinate places not free variables, though they may have
been free variables at those places in the operands.
To be more explicit, we remark that, in any application of an operator, the
operator variables may (and commonly will) occur as free variables in some
of the operands. In the new constant or {orm produced we distinguish three
possible kinds bf occurrences of the operator variables, viz.: an occurrence
in one of the operands which, when considered as an occurrence in that
operand alone, is an occurrence as a free variable; an occurrence in one of
the operands, not of this kind; and an occurrence which is an occurrence a.s afl
operator variable, therefole not in any of the operands. In the new constant
or form, an occurrence of one of the two latter kinds is never an occurrence
as a free variable, and each occurrence of the first kindis an occurrence asa
free variable or not, according to some rule associated with the particular
operator.e4 The simplest case is that, in the new constant or form, none of the
occurrences of the operator variables are occurrences as free variables. And
this is the only case with which we shall meet in the following chapters
0zWe

adopt this term from Pri,ncipia Math,ernat,ica, giving it substantially the meaning
acquires through changes in that work that were made (or rather, proposed)
by Russell in his introduction to the second edition of it.
ssFor example, the associated function of the propositional form mentioned in foot-

which

note

it

91.

eaWe

do require in the case of each operator vziriable that all occurrences of the first
kind shall be occurrences as free variables or else all not, in a,ny one occurrence ol a
particular operand, in the new constant or form produced. For operators violating this
requirement a1e not found among existing standard mathematical and logical notations,
and it is clear that they would involve certain anomalies of meaning which it is preferable to avoid.
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mathematical
(though many operators which are familiar as standard
notati,on fail to fall under this simplest case)'

Variablesthushavingoccurrencesinaconstantorformwhicharenot

tariables of the constant or
occurrences as free variables of it are called bownd.
a particular variable' say r'
form.es The difference is that a form containing
of the variable, but a constant
as a free variablehas values for various values
, 4s a bound. aariable only has a meaning which is

or form which contains
value for every value
independent of r-not in the sense of having the same
to r is not a
of o, but in the sense that the assignment of particular values
relevant Procedure.eo

Itmayhappenthataformcontainsbothfreeandboundoccurrencesof

if a form containing a
the saml variable. This case will arise, for example,
containing that
constant
or
particular variable as a free variable and. a form
binary connecof
a
lame variable as a bound variable are united by means
tive.eT

be such as to conAs in the case of connectives, we require that operators

formtotheprinciples(r)-(3)attheendof$01;alsothattheyconformtothe

these were described
conventions about meaning and values of variables as

in particular to the principle (4) of $02''08
,{r, op"."to, is called m-ery-n'a'ry if it is used with zra distinct operator
that of a singularyvariables and z operand.s.ee The most common case is
operator'
a
simple
it'
call
also
shall
we
as
singulary operator-or,
which
abstraction'
functional
singulary
in p"rti"ot.r, the notation for

in

$02, and

o6Cf.

{ootnote 28.
06Thereforeaconstantorformwhichcontainsaparticularvariableasaboundvariable
change of tirat variable, at all of its bound occuris unaltered in meaning uy
"iphaUetic
which has the :?T" ?tq"-:1lj
p'et'iot'sly-occurring)
variible
in'ot
;;;;;il;
identifying two varta-

"ew
is inclu'<led only is a precaution against
l" pa."ntheses
may be weakened somewhat-cf. the
"."afii."
bles which should be t"pialii"si, and"indeed it
;;;utk in S03 about alphabetic change of free variables' in meaning by alphabetic

'"t:;:.*x;,;;;li{i,1"ii

is unaltered
chanseo{thevariablealtothevariableg:ithasnotonlythesamedenotationbutalso
the ime sense as [f,gsdg.
e?See illustrations"in the secor-rd paragraph of footnote 36'
08And also to the principle (5) of footnote 30'
s0Thus,

in the theory .i;;;i

ti"11Jte

p.o.)

the osu"I notation for definite integration is a

";;;"rs,
36) the oper(see
singulary-ternary ope.atoi.-l;;;, e'g , the- lorm lir"dt
-footnote
the constlnt 0, the form o, and_the {orm zo'
ator variable is o ana tfre tfr;;;p;;"";.
"re
at the beginning of
Again, the large f[ tp.o-J""t ;ft;i;;t used in the third exampleabove.and below the
op"t"tot' The signs.:
iil;i;dj""'"y
footnote 36, is part
"l "
fi tie.ordinarv senie (namelv that of footnote
ff are not to be taken .t';i";i;ti' 4;; part
In the particular application
of the op"ttlot'
,"d"rJo
,yrrrnoi,
imp.op",
43) but as
^the
viriable is na and the
operator
example'
it
as
of the operator,
";;;;;;-;;;i!
operands are l, n, and.
* _ m * 1,
,wt
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O
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in $03, is a simple operator (the variable which is placed
immediately after the letter ,l being the operator variable). We shall call
this the abstraction o|era.tor or, more explicitly, the singulary functional,
abstraction operutor. In appropriate context, as we shall see in Chapter X,
all other operators can in fact be reduced to this one.10o
Another operator which we shall use-also a simple operator-is the
d.escription operator, (z ). To illustrate, let the operator variable be o. Then the
notation (ro) is to have as its approximate reading in words, "the o such
that"; or more fully, the notation is explained as follows. It may happen
that a singulary propositional form whose free variable is r has the value
truth for one and only one value of o, and in this case a name of that value
of r is produced by prefixing (tu) to the form. In case there is no value of ,t
or more than one for which the form has the value truth, there are various
meanings which might be assigned to the name produced by prefixing pr)
to the form: the analogy of English and other natural languages would
suggest giving the name a sense which determines no denotation; but we
prefer to select some fixed value of r and to assign this as the denotation
of the name in all such cases (this selection is arbitrary, but is to be made
once for all for each range of variables which is usedl
Of especial importance for our purposes are the quantifiers. These are
was introduced

namely operators for which both the operands and the new constant or form
produced by application of the operator are sentences or propositional forms.
As the uniaersal quantilier (when, e.g., the operator variable is r) we use
As another example of application of the same operator, showing both bound and free
occurrences of m, we cile

n:m+n+l
ii
r-m4-l

*n '
^!**,
Examples of operators taking more than one operator variable are found in familiar

notations for double and multiple limits, double and multiple integrals.
It should also be noted that a-ary connectives may, if we wish, be regarded as
0-ary -n-ary operators.

10oln the combinatory logic of H. B. Curry (based on an idea due to M. Schdnfinkel)
it more drastic reduction is attempted, namely the complete elimination of operators,
oI variables, and of all connectives, except a notation for application of a singulary
function to its argument, so as to obtain a formalized language in which, with the

cxception of the one connective, all single symbols are constants, and which is neverthek:ss adequate for some or all of the purposes for which variables are ordinarily used.
'l'his is a matter beyond the scope o{ this book, and the present status of the undertaking
is too complex for brief statement. The reader may be referred to a monograph by the
lrresent witer, The Calculi ol Lambd,a-Conuersion (194I), which is concerned with a
rclated topic; also to papers by Sch<infinkel, Curry, and J. B. Rosser which are there
cite d, to several papers by Curry and by Rosser in The J ournal of Syrnbolic Logic in l94l
tnd 1042, to an expository paper by Robert Feys in Reaue Philosophique de Louuain,
vol. 44 (1946), pp. 74-I03, 237-270, and to a paper by Curry in Synthese, vol. 7 (1949),

pp. 301-300.
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the notation (vr) or (r), prefixing this to the operand. The universal
quantifier is thus a simple operator, and we may explain its meaning as
follows (still using the particular variable r as an example). (o)- is
is false if
is truth for all values of r, and (r)true if the value of
Here the
falsehood.
is
value
of
the
which
r
for
o{
there is any value

blank is to be filled by a singulary propositional -form containing r as a free
variable, the same one at all four places. or if as a special case we fill the
is true. (The
is true if and only if
blank with a sentence, then (r)meaning in case the blank is filled by a propositional form-containing other
variables besides r as free variables now follows by the discussion of variables
in $02, and may be supplied by the reader')
Likewise the existential quantifier is a simple operator for which we shall
use the notation (3 ), fi[ing the blank space with the operator variable and
prefixing the whole to the operand. To take the particular operator variable
is truth for at least
r as an example, (lr)- is true if the value of
is falsehood for all
of
value
if
the
is
false
(3r)r,
and
one value of
-a singulary propositional
by
filled
be
is
to
blank
values of r. Here again the
form containing z as a free variable. Or if ab a special case we fill the blank
is true.
with a sentence, then (3r)_ is true if and only if
respectively as
In words, the notations "(r)" and "(3r)" may be read
"for all o" (or "for every o") and "there is an r such that"'
To illustrate the use o{ the universal and existential quantifiers, and in
particular their iterated application, consider the binary propositional form,

lrv >

o),

write it, using the device (which we shall find frequently
convenient later) of writing a heavy dot to stand for a bracket extending,
as we may also

from the pla.ce where the dot occurs, forward,
(1v)

,ry >

vcrsal quantifier with
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D

IIATOII.S,

c

as operator variable, we obtain the sentence,

QU

(r)(ly).ry)0.
'l'his sentence expresses the proposition that for every real number there is
Iome real number such that the product of the two is positive. It must be
tlistinguished from the sentence,

(1y)(*) .ay

)

0,

expressing the proposition that there is a real number whose product with
cvery real number is positive, though it happens that both are false.101 To
bring out more sharply the difference which is made by the different order

of the quantifiers, let us replace product by sum and consider the two
sentences:

(r)(1y).n+y>o

(ly)(r) .r1'ylo
Of these sentences, the first one is true and the

second one false.102

should be informally clear to the reader that not both the universal and
the existential quantifier are actually necessary in a formalized language, if
to
negation is available. For it would be possible, in place of (fr)-,

It

or alternatively, in place of (o)-, to write
-(z)--;
of
course likewise with any other variable in place
And
-(fu)--.

write always
always

of the particular variable r.
In most treatments the universal and existential quantifiers,

one or both,

sufficient to render the

first sentence false.

where o and. y are real variables, i.e., variables whose range is the real
numbers. This form expresses about two real numbers r and y that their
product is positive, and. thus it comes to express a particular proposition as
soon as values are given to r and y. Tf.we apply to it the existential quantifier
with y as operator variable, we obtain the singulary propositional form,

or

I'

rorThe single counterexample, of the value 0 for n, is of course

o),

(ly)lry >

O

t00l

o.

This singulary form expresses about a real number a that there is some real
number with which its product is positive; and it comes toexpressaparticular proposition as soon as a value is given to r. If we apply to it the uni-

> 0 is "nearly
true,,or that it is'ltrue with one exception"orthelike. These expressions are

The reader is warned.against saying that the sentence (")(1y) .ay

&lways

appropriate rather to the propositional form (1y)

be said simply that

it is

.*y > 0, and of the sentence it

must

false.

rozrl ro6"*611 more complex example of the dilference made by the order in which
the quantifiers are applied is found in the familiar distinction between continuity and
unif6rm continuity. Using o and y as variables whose range is the real numbers, and e
and d as variableiwhose iange is the positive real numbers, we may express as follows
that the real function f is continuous, on the class F of real numbers (assumed to be an
open or a closed interval):

(s)(s)(3d)(o)

.F(il=.F(n)=.1" -yl < d=.lt@) -

l(s)l <e

And we may express as follows that I is uniformly continuous on F:
(e)(Jd)(o)(s)

.F(s)>.F(o) = .1, -sl < d=.ll@) - l(s)l <u

To avoid complications that are not relevant to the point being illustrated, we have
here assumed no1 only that the class F is an open or closed interval but also that the
range of the function I is all real numbers. (A function with more restricted range may
alwiys have its range extended by some arbitrary assignment of values; and indeed it
is a common simplifying device in the construction of a Iormalized language to restrict

attention to functions having certain standard ranges (cf. footnote I9).)

s06l
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are explained in terms of
up a formalized language, and other quantifiers
preceding

just seen in the
way similar to tnat in which' as we have
may be explained' either
p"r"Srupt, thl universal and existential quanti{iers
or compelling reason can be given for
one in terms of the other)' No definite
a

[

='

s(e, z)

'

-,

being filled in each
-)
with any other

l' the two blanks
is to mean the same * t'l f= and
ol course likewise
order;
case with the two op"'""d'in

of r'
Weshallalsomakeuseofquanti{ierssimilarincharactertothosejust
explainedbuthavingtwoormoreoperatorvariables.These(ortheir
binary

variable

in

Place

call binary lorrnal implication,
associated propositiorial functions) we

irnpl'ication' etc' E'g" binary formal im'
lorrnal equiaalence, tetnary lormal
),u--7 is to mean the
plication may be explained bysayingthat [losThe use of quantifiers originated
the same iaea wa" introtu'c;

with Frege in 1879' And independently of Frege
ui niil"rr"ri and Peirce. (see the historical

"";;;;.ti"L.

thoseusedby whitehead
"":.".t1:':,^x!r)p** implication and |ormat equiuarenoe are
well established
suflicientlv
and Russerl in rrtnctpia'vtri;;;;";";;;;,;"J;.";;;;;me
lormal.isperhapsnotvery
thatitseemsbestnott"-.tr"g"ln"--thoughtheadjective
i.r-tf,e'""-" i"t." thai we shall give it
well chosen, urra *rrrt"rrlil""r"I"i.t.oa fre"re
elsewhere'

and soon.105

Further, let z and o be variables whose range is complex numbers, and. t a variable
whose range is real numbers. Let R denote the relation of having real positive ratio, and
let I denote the relation oI having as amplitude. Then the premisses and conclusion
of II may be expressed as follows:
R(2, w\
A(w, r)
. A(2, a)

G

script

''].

S(o, z)

the ratge ol w'
functions) that have a range coinciding with
propositional function)
Another quantifier is that which (or its associated
is
withthetwooperandsinthetwoblanks'andtheoperatorvariableasasubIt may be explained by saying lhat |
='
after the sigr

=-".-

Richard and Stanley respectively, and let z denote the word "Thompson." Then the
three premisses and the conclusion of I may be expressed as follows:
B(a, b)
, S(a, a):, S(0, u)
B(p' o) =.6

other variable in prace
the associated binary propositional
cationrqis given to this quantiiier-or to
two associated functions of (say)
function, i.e., to ,r, "pp'p'i'te one o{ the
with some assigned range'
the form lF(u)=,C1,,;1, wt'"t" a is a variable
propositional
are',r",i"Ui"' whose range is all classes (singulary

[-=-.-]

l. ternarv formal imolication I

105with the aid of the notations that have now been explained, we may return to $00
and rewrite the examples I-IV of that section as they might appear in some appropriate
formalized language.
For this purpose let o and b be variables whose range is human beings. Let a be a
variable whose range is words (takin6, let us say for definiteness, any finite sequence of
letters of the English alphabet as a word). Let B denote the relation o{ being a brother
of. Let S denote the relation of having as surname. Let p and o denote the human beings

Anotherquantifierisasingulary-binaryquantifierforwhichweshalland
the operands in the two blanks'
usethe notation [= --J, withafter the sign ' It may be explained by
=
the operator variable u' ' 'oUt"'ipt
is to mean the same as (r) [)n
= --]' the
saying that ttwoblanksbeinglilledwitht*op'opositionalformsorsentences'thesame
-)
and of course likewise with any
two in each case (and in the same ord'er) ;
impli'
of the particular vaiiabre s. The name lormal

use the notation
calledlorrnal equiualence'lM For this we shall

:--.

expression asserted). This is common especially in mathematical contexts;
where, for instance, the assertion of the equation sin (r { 2n) : sin o may

to an operand (especially
The application of one or more quantifiers
existential quantifiers) is spoken of as quantification'rog
vers"l
"lrrd

F and
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Besides the assertion of a sentence, as contemplated in $04, it is usual also
to allow assertion of a propositional form, and to treat such an assertion as
a particular tixed assertion (in spite of the presence of free variables in the

,o"h"prelerenceofthesetwoquantifiersaboveothersthatmightequally
be made fundamental' But it is often convenient'
uni-

and

QUANTIFTERS

the two blanks being filled in each case with
same as (")@)l=
the two. operands in order; and likewise with any two distinct variables in
-1,
place of r and y as operator variables. Similarly binary formal equivalence

provided for them directly in setting
are made fundamental, notations being
them (in

0PERATORS,

=,.

=n

- lsl\,@)
A(a,znll)
A$ - {Jls,znlt)
Here it is obvious that the relation of having real positive ratio is capable of being
RU

analyzed, so that instead

ol Rlz, zo) we might have written,
(1r)lr>O)lz:aw)

e.g.:

Likewise the relation o{ having as amplitude or (in I) the relation of being a brother of
might have received some analysis. But these analyses are not relevant to the validity
of the reasoning in these particular examples. And they are, moreover, in no way
final or absolute; e.g., instead of analyzing the relation of having real positive ratio, we
rnight with equal right take it as fundamental and analyze instead the relation of being
grcater than, in such a way that, in place of u > gr would be written R(r - y, l).
In the same way, for III and IV, we make no analysis of the singulary propositional
functions of having a portrait seen by me, of having assassinated Abraham Lincoln,
rtnrl of having invented the wheeled vehicle, but let them be denoted just by P, L and
l/ respectively. Then if B deuotes John Wilkes Booth, the premisses and conclusion of

III may be

expressed thus:

L(p)
(1a)lP(a)L(a)l
P(p)
And the premisses and fallacious conclusion of IV thus:
(1o)P(a)

(la\w(a)

(1o)lP(a)w(a)l

When so rewritten, the false appearance of analogy between III and IV disappears.
It was due to the logically irregular leature of English grammar by which "somebody"
lr corrstrued as a substantive.
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be used as a means to assert this for all real numbers r; or the assertion of the
inequality 12 a2 Zaytruy be used as a means to assert that for any real

numbers

r

*

2

andy the sum of the squares is greater than or equal to twice the

product.
It is clear tha.t, in a formalized language, i{ universal quantification is
available, it is unnecessary to allow the assertion of expressions containing
free variables. E.g., the assertion of the propositional {orm

rz*gz2Zuy
could be replaced by assertion of the sentence

(")(y) .uz

*

yz >-ZrY.

But on the other hand it is not possible to dispense with quantifiers in

a

formalized language merely by allowing the assertion of propositional forms,
because, e.g., such assertions as that o{

or that of

-(r)(y).

sin (r

@)ll*l

*

Y\

:

siu

r*

sin

Y,roe

< lyl =*.r :0,

culus of first order (chapter

III)

out from more comprehensive systems of

which they are part. In the development which follows we shall therefore
make free use of the assertion of propositional forms. However, in the case
of such systems as functional calculus of order ar (Chapter VI) or Zermelo set
theory (chapter XI ) , a{ter a first treatment employing the device in question
we shall sketch briefty a reformulation that avoids it.
106This assertion (which is correct, and must sometirnes be made to beginners rn
trigonornetry) is of course to be distinguished from the different (and erroneous)

assertion of

-.sin (* + A) : sinz f

sin

gt.

Russell in his introduction to the second edimad.e by
-The
elimination was actually carried out by
Mathem.atica (1928).
method wert:
Quine in ]his i[atheynaticat, Logii (1940), and simplifications of Quine's
iffected in papers by F. B. Fiich aud by G' D. f. B*r.y in The Joutnal ol Symbolic
Logi,o (vol. 6 (1041), pp. 18-22, 23-27).
lo?The proposal

tion of irlilpl,"

to do this was
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07. The logistic method. In order to set up a formalized language
we must of course make use of a language already known to us, say English
or some portion of the English language, stating inthatlanguagethevocab-

ulary and rules of the formalized language. This procedure is analogous to
that familiar to the reader in language study-as, e.g., in the use of a Latin
grammar written in Englishroa-$ut differs in the precision with which the
rules are stated, in the avoidance of irregularities and exceptions, and in
the leading idea that the rules of the language embody a theory or system of
logical analysis (cf. 900).
This device of employing one language in order to talk about another is
one for which we shall have frequent occasion not only in setting up formalized languages but also in making theoretical statements as to what can be
done in a formalized language, our interest in formalized languages being
less often in their actual and practical use as languages than in the general
theory of such use and in its possibilities in principle. Whenever we employ
a language in order to talk about some language (itself or anothefoe), we
shall call the latter language the obiect language, and we shall call the
former the meta-language.rlo

could not be reproduced.
consequently it has been urged. with some Iorce that the device of asserting propositional forms constitutes an unnecessary duplication of ways of
expressing the sa.me thing, and ought to be eliininated from a formalized
language.lo? Nevertheless it appears that the retention of this device often
facilitates the setting up of a formalized language by simplifying certain
details; and. it also renders more natural and obvious the separation of such
restricted systems as propositional calculus (chapter I) or functional cal;

THE LOGISTIC METHOD

In setting up a formalized

language we first employ as meta-language a

certain portion of Eng1ish. We shall not attempt to delimit precisely this
portion of the English language, but describe it approximately by saying
that it is just sufficient to enable us to give general directions for the manip108It is worth remark in passing that this same procedure also enters into the learning of a first language, being a necessary supplement to the method of learning by
cxample and imitation. Some part of the ianguage must first be learned approximately
by the method of example and imitation; then this imprecisely known part of the language is applied in order to state rules of the language (and perhaps to correct initial
rnisconceptions); then the known part of the Ianguage may be extended by further
lcarning by example and imitation, and so on in alternate steps, until some precision

in

knowledge of the language is reached.
There is no reason in principle why a first language, learned in this way, should not
bo one o{ the formalized languages of this book, instead of one of the natural languages.
(l3ut of course there is the practical reason that these formalized languages are ilI
rtdapted to purposes of facility of communication.)
rooThe employment of a language to talk about that same language is clearly not
tppropriate as a method of setting up a formalized language. But once set up, a formalizotl language with adequate means o{ expression may be capable of use in order to
l.ulk about that language itself; and in particular the very setting up o{ the language may
rrftcrwards be capable of restatement in that language. Thus it may happen that object
l;rnguage and meta-language are the same, a situation which it will be important later
Io take into account.
rro'.lhe distinction is due to David Hilbert, who, however, speaks o{ "Mathematik"

(rnitthcrnatics) and "Metamathematik" (metamathematics) rather

than "object

lirttguage" and "meta-language." The latter terms, or analogues of them in Polish or
arc due to Alfrcd Tarski and Rudolf Carnap, by whom especially (see footnotes
l3l, 140) tlro subjccts o! syntax and. sernantics have been developed.

( 1c1111i111,
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ulation of concrete physical objects (each instance or occurrence o{ one of
the symbols of the language being such a concrete physical object, e.9., a
mass of ink adhering to a bit o{ paper). It is thus a language which deals
with matters of everyday human experience, going beyond such matters
only in that no finite upper limit is imposed on the number of objects that
may be involved in any particular case, or on the time that may be required
for their manipulation according to instructions. Those additional portions of
English are excluded which would be used in order to treat of infinite classes
or of various like abstract objects which are an essential part of the subject

matter of mathematics.
Our procedure is not to define the new language merely by means of
translations of its expressions (sentences, names, forms) into corresponding
English expressions, because in this way it would hardly be possible to avoid
carrying over into the new language the logically unsatisfactory features of
the English language. Rather, we begin by setting up, in abstraction from
all considerations of meaning, the purely formal part of the language, so
obtaining an uninterpreted calculus or logistic system. In detail, this is done
as follows.
The vocabulary of the language is specified by listing the single symbols
which are to be used.lll These are called the primitiue syrnbols of the language,112 and are to be regarded as indivisible in the double sense that (A) in
ruNotice that we use the term "language" in such a sense that a given language has
a given and uniquely determined vocabulary. E.g., the introduction of one additional
symbol into the vocabulary is sufficient to produce a new and different language. (Thus
the English o{ 1849 is not the same language as the English of 1949, though it is convenient to call them by the same name, and to distinguish, by specifying the date, only

in

cases where the distinction is essential.)
rlzThe fourfold classification of the primitive notations of a formalized language
into constants, variables, connectives, and operators is due in substance to J.'v.
Neumann int},e Mathetnatische Zeitschrift,vol.26 (1527), see pp. 4-6. He there adds a
fifth category, composed of association-showing symbols such as parentheses and
brackets. Our terms "connective" and "operator" correspond to his "Operation" and

"Abstraktion" respectively.

Though there is a possibility of notations not falling in any of von Neumann's categories, such have seldom been used, and {or nearly all formalized languages that have
actually been proposed the von Neumann classification of primitive notations suffices.
Many {ormalized languages have primitive notations of all four (or five) kinds, but it
does not appear that this is indispensable, even for a language intended to be adequate
for the expression of mathematical ideas generally.
As an interesting example of a (conceivable) notation not in any of the von Neumann
categories, we mention the question of a notation by means of which lrom a name of a
class would be formed an expression playing the role of a variable with that class as its
range. Provision might perhaps be made for the formation from any class name of an
infinite number of expressions playing the roles o{ di{ferent variables with the class as
their range. But these expressions would have to di{fer from variables in the sense of
$02 not only in being composite expressions rather than single symbols but also in the

q07I
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sctting rrp thc liutgtragc no rlsc is tnatlc o[ any division of thcm into parts
and (Ii) any finitc linear serluencc of primitive symbols can be regarded ir
only one uay as such a sequence of primitive slmboh.ua A finite linear
sequence of primitive symbols is called a t'ormula. And among the formulas,
rules are given by which certain ones are designated as well-formed, lormulas
(with the intention, roughly speaking, that only the well-formed formulas
are to be regarded as being genuinely expressions of the language).lla Then

certain among the well-formed {ormulas are laid down as axiorns. And
finally (primitive) rules ol inlerence (or rwles ol frocedure) are laid down,
rules according to which, from appropriate well-formed formulas as prew'
lssas, a well-formed formula is immediately inferred,rrs as conclusion. (So
long as we are dealing only with a logistic system that remains uninterpreted,
the terms premiss, irnrned.iately inler, conclusionhave only such meaning as
is conferred upon them by the rules of inference themselves.)
A finite sequence of one or more well-formed formulas is called a prool il
each of the well-{ormed formulas in the sequence either is an axiom or is
immediately inferred from preceding well-formed formulas in the sequence
by means of one of the rules of in{erence. A proof is called a proof ol the last
well-formed formula in the sequence, and the theorems of the logistic system
possibility that the range might be empty. A language containing such a notation has
never been set up and studied in detail and it is therefore not certain just what is feasible.
(A suggestion which seems to be in this direction was made by Beppo Levi in Uniaersidad. Nocional d.e Tucurndn, Reuista, ser. A vol. 3 no. I (1942), pp. f3-78.)
The use in Chapter X of variables with subscripts indicating the range of the variable
(the type) is not an example of a notation of the kind just described. For the variable,
letter and subscript together, is always treated as a single primitive symbol.
113In practice, condition (B) usually makes no difficulty. Though the (written)
symbols adopted as primitive symbols may not all consist of a single connected piece,
it is ordinarily possible to satisfy (B), iI not otherwise, by providing that a sequence of
primitive symbols shall be written with spaces between the primitive symbols oI fixed
width and wider than the space at any place within a primitive symbol.
The necessity for (B), and its possible failure, were brought out by a criticism by
Stanislaw Le6niewski against the paper of von Neumann cited in the preceding footnote.
See von Neumann's reply in Fwndantenta Mathematicae, vol. 17 (f 931), pp. 331-334,
and Le3niewski's final word in the matter in an offprint published in 1938 as from
Collectanea Logica, vol. L (cI. The Journal ol Syrnbolia Logic, vol. 5, p. 83).
rlaThe restriction to one dimension in combining the primitive symbols into expressions of the language is convenient, and non-essential. Two-dimensional arrangements are of course possible, and are familiar especialiy in mathematical notations, but
they may always be reduced to one dimension by a change o{ notation. In particular
the notation of Frege's Begrillsscltrilt relies heavily on a two-dimensional arrangement;
but because of the difficulty of printing it this notation was never adopted by any one
else and has long since been replaced by a one-dimensional equivalent,
rlsNo reference to the so-called immediate inferences of traditional Iogic is intended.
We term the inferences immed,iate in the sense of requiring only one application of a
rule of inference-not in the traditional sense of (among other things) having only one
premiss.
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are those well-formed formulas of which proofs exist.rls As a special case,
each axiom of the system is a theorem, that finite sequence being a proof
which consists of a single well-formed formula, the axiom alone.
The scheme just described-viz. the primitive symbols of a logistic
system, the rules by which certain formulas are determined as well-formed
(following Carnap let us call them the lorrnation rules ol the system), the
rules of inference, and the axioms of the system-is called the primitiae basis
of the logistic system.lr?
In defining a logistic system by laying down a primitive basis, we employ
as meta-language the restricted portion of English described above. In addition to this restriction, or perhaps better as part of it, we impose requirements of ellectiueness as follows: (I) the specification of the primitive symbols shall be effective in the sense that there is a method by which, whenever
a symbol is given, it can always be determined effectively whether or not it
is one of the primitive symbols; (II) the definition of a well-formed formula
lr6Following Carnap and others, we use the term "language" in such a sense that for
any given language there is one fixed notion of a proof in that language. Thus the introduction of one additional axiom or rule o{ inference, or a change in an axiom or rule oJ
inference, is sufficient to produce a new and different language.
(Analternative, which might be thought to accord better with the everyday use of
the word "language," would be to define a "language" as consisting of primitive symbols and a definition of well-formed formula, together with an interpietation (see below),
and to take the axioms and rules of in{erence as constituting a "logic" for the 1anguage.
rnstead of speaking of an interpretation as sound, or unsound, for i logistic system (see
b_elow), we would then speak of a Iogic as being sound or unsound for alanguage, Indeed
this alternative may have some considerations in its favor. But we reject it here, partly
because of reluctance to change a terminology already fairly well estauusnea, partty
because the alternative terminology Ieads to i twofold divisibn in each oI the suijecti
o{ syntax and semantics ($g08, 0g)-according as they treat of the object language
alone or of the cibject language together with a logic {or it
which, especialty in t[e
- as can ndw be ieen.)
case of semantics, seems un[atural, and of littte use so far
ITBesides these 'minimum essentials, the primitive basis may
also include other
notions introduced in order to use them in defining a well-formed formula or in stating
r1i99 oi inference. rn particular the primitive symbols may be divided in some way
lte
into different categories: e.g., they may be classified as primitiue consta,nts, aariabtei,
atdimproper symbols, or various categories may be distinguished of primitive constants,
of variables, or of improper symbols, The variables and the primitivE constants together
are usually called' proper symbols. Rules may be given for distinguishing an occurrence
of a var.iable in a well-formed formutra as being a Tree occurrencior a biund occl,4rrenoe,
well-formed formulas being then classi{ied as lorms ot consta%ts according as they do or
do not contain a free occurrence of a variable. Also rules may be given foidistinguishing
certain of the forms as propositional farms, and certain oi the constants as senlences.
rn doing all this, the terminology often is so selected that, when the 1ogistic system
becomes a language by adoption of one of the intended principal interpr-etationi (sec
below), .the terms pri,mi,tiue constant, uariable, impropei symbil, propir symbol, free,
bo1t1t'd,_form, constant, proposiliomal form, sentence come to have meiningi in accorcl

with the informal semantical explanations of

gg02-06.

'Ihe, pritnitiae basis oI a forrnalized language, or interpreted logistic system, is obtained by adding the semantical rules (see belbw) to the primitivJbasis oI the logistic
system.
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shall be effective in the sense that there is a method by which, whenever a
formula is given, it can always be determined effectively whether or not it
is well-formed; (III) thespecification of the axioms shall be effective in the
sense that there is a method by which, whenever a well-formed formula is
given, it can always be determined effectively whether or not it is one of
the axioms; (IV) the rules of inference, taken together, shall be effective in
the strong sense that there is a method by which, whenever a proposed
immediate inference is given of one well-formed formula.as conclusion from
others as premisses, it can always be determined effectively whether or not
this proposed immediate inference is in accordance with the rules of inference.

(From these requirements it follows that the notion of a proof is effective
sense that there is a method by which, whenever a finite sequence of
well-formed formulas is given, it can always be determined e{fectively
whether or not it is a proof. But the notion of a theorem is not necessarily
effective in the sense of existence of a method by which, whenever a wellformed formula is given, it can always be determined whether or not it is
a theorem-for there may be no certain method by which w.e can always
cither find a proof or determine that none exists. This last is a point to which
we shall return 1ate5.)
As to requirement (I), we suppose that we are able always to determine
tbout two given symbol-occurrences whether or not they are occurrences of
the same symbol (thus ruling out by assumption such difficulties as that of
illegibility). T[erefore, if the number of primitive symbols is finite, the
rcquirement may be satisfied just by giving the complete list of primitive
symbols, written out in full. Frequently, however, the number of primitive
symbols is infinite. In particular, if there are variables, it is desirable that
there should. be an infinite number of different variables of each kind
bccause, although in any one well-formed formula the number of different
variables is always finite, there is hardly a way to determine a finite upper
limit of the number of different variables that may be required for some
yrarticular purpose in the actual use of the logistic system. when the number
of primitive symbols is infinite, the list cannot be written out in full, but the
primitive symbols must rather be fixed in some way by a statement of finite
l<lngth in the meta-language. And this statement must be such as to conform

in the

to (I).

A like remark applies to (III). If the number of axioms is finite, the rerluirement can be satisfied by writing them out iri full. otherwise the axioms
must be specified in some less direct way by means of a statement of finite
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length in the meta-language, and this must be such as to conform to (III).
It may be thought more elegant or otherwise more satisfactory that the
number of axioms be finite; but we shall see that it is sometimes convenient
to make use of an infinite number of axioms, and no conclusive objections
appear to doing so if requirements of effectiveness are obeyed.
We have assumed the reader's understanding of the general notion of
effectiveness, and indeed it must be considered as an informally familiar
mathematical notion, since it is involved in mathematical probrems of a
frequently occurring kind, namely, problems to find a method of computation, i.e., a method by which to determine a number, or other thing, effectively.rrs we shall not try to give here a rigorous definition of effectiveness,
the informal notion being sufficient to enable us, in cases we shall meet,
to distinguish given methods as effective or non-effecfivs.lls
The requirements of effectiveness are (of course) not meant in the sense
that a structure which is analogous to a logistic system except that it fails
to satisfy these requirements may not be useful for some purposes or that
it is forbidden to consider such-but only that a structure of this kind is
unsuitable for use or interpretation as a language. For, however indefinite
or imprecisely fixed the common idea of a language may be, it is at least
fundamental to it that a language shall serve the purpose of communication.
And to the extent that requirements of effectiveness fail, the purpose of
communication is defeated.
consider, in particular, the situation which arises if the definition of well118A well-known example from topology is
the problem (still unsolved even for elementary manifolds of dimensionalities above 2) to find a method of calculating about
any two closed simplicial manifolds, given by means of a set of incidence relations,
whether or not they are homeomorphic-or, as it is often phrased, the problem to {ind
a complete classification of such manifolds, or to find a complete se-t of invariants.
As_another example, Euclid's algorithm, in the domain of iational integers, or in
certain other integral domains, provides an effective method of calculating fJr any two
elements of the domain their greatest common divisor (or highest
faitor).
rn general, an effective method of calculating, especiallyif it consists"o*lron
of a sequence of
steps with later steps depending on-results of earlier ones, is called an algoritim. (This
is the-Iong established spelling of this word, and should be preserved ii spite ofany

considerations

of

etymology.)
the question and proposal of a rigorous definition see a paper by
the present writer in tt,e AmericanJournat of Mathemati-cs, vol. E8 (1936), pp. B4E-868,
especially g7 thereof. The notion of effectiveness may also be described.6fiaying that
an effective method of computation, or algorithm, is one for which it *ooia t" po"ssible
to build.a computing machine. This idea is developed into a rigorous definition b-y A. M.
Turin^g^ in^t},e Proceedings ot' the Lond,on Mafieinatical sociity, vol. 42 (1986:1987),
pp.230-265 (and vol. 43 (1937), pp. d44-546). See further: S.-C. Kleene irt]oe Mothematische Annalen, vol. ll2 (1936), pp. 727-742; E. L. post inThe
Journalol symbolic
L.ogic,.vol. l-(1936), pp. IOB-I0E; A-.M. Turing in The
Journat ol Slmbotic Lbgii, vot. z
(1937), pp. 153-163; Hilbert and Bernays, Giund,lagei der Maihematif, vot."Z (teaO1,
110For a discussion of
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{ormedness is non-effective. There is then no certain means by which, when

ur alleged expression of the language is uttered (spoken or written), say

tll

as

asserted sentence, the auditor (hearer or reader) may determine whether

it is well-formed, and thus whether any actual assertion has been made.120
'l'herefore the auditor may fairly demand a proof that the utterance is wellformed, and until such proof is provided may refuse to treat it as constituting
tn assertion. This proof, which must be added to the original utterance in
or<lcr to establish its status, ought to be regarded, it seems, as part of the
rrttcrance, and the definition of well-formedness ought to be modified to
provide this, or its equivalent. When such modification is made, no doubt
thc non-effectiveness of the definition will disappear; otherwise it would be
olxrn to the auditor to make further demand for proof of well-formedness.
Again, consider the situation which arises if the notion of a proof is noncffcctive. There is then no certain means by which, when a sequence of
forrnulas has been put forward as a proof, the auditor may determine whethr:r' it is in fact a proo{. Therefore he may fairly demand a proof, in any
givcn case, that the sequence of formulas put forward is a proof; and until
this supplementary proof is provided, he may refuse to be convinced that the
nllcged theorem is proved. This supplementary proof ought to be regarded,
il. scems, as part of the whole proof of the theorem, and the primitive basis
of the logistic system ought to be so modified as to provide this, or its
it is essential to the idea of a proof that, to any one

r.r1rrivalent.lzl Indeed

wlur admits the presuppositions on which

it

is based, a proof carries final

that an assertion has been made if there is a meaning evades the issue
an effective criterion is provided for the presence of meaning. An understanding
ol tlx: language, however reached, must include e{fective ability to recognize meaningIrrlrrcss (in some appropriate sense), and in the purely formal aspect of the language, the
krgistic system, this appears as an e{fective criterion of well-formedness.
rrrl)orhaps at first sight it will be thought that the proof as so modified might conxirl of something more than merely a sequence of well-formed formulas. For instance
llurrt: might be put in at various places indications in the meta-Ianguage as to which
rulc of inference justi{ies the inclusion of a particular formula as immediately in{erred
[rorrr preceding formulas, or as to which preceding formulas are the premisses of the
I rrr rrrr:rliatc inference.
llrrt as a matter of fact we consider this inadmissible. For our program is to express
prrxrfs (as well as theorems) in a fully formalized object language, and as long as any
prlrt of the proof remains in an unformalized meta-language the logical analysis must
lx, lrt:ld to be incomplete. A statement in the meta-Ianguage, e.g., that a particular
ftrrrnrrl:r is immediately inferred from particular preceding formulas-if it is not super{luous ancl therelore simply omissible-must always be replaced in some way by one or
rrurru scntences of the object language.
'l'horrgh wc usc a meta-language to set up the object language, we require that, once
rrl. ul), tho object language shall be an independent language capable, without continued
ruplxrrt itnd supplementation from the meta-language, of expressing those things for
wlrir:h it wrrs dcsigncd.
rr0'l'o say

rurrk'ss
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conviction. And the requirements of effectiveness (I)-(IV) may be thought
of as intended just to preserve this essential characteristic of proof.

After setting up the logistic system as described, we stin do not have a
formalized language until an interpretation is provided. This will require a
more extensive meta-language than the restricted portion of English used
in setting up the logistic system. However, it will proceed not by translations
of the well-formed formulas into English phrases but rather by semantical
rul,es which, in general, use rather than mention English phrases (cf.
$0g),
and which shall prescribe for every well-formed formula either how it
denoteslz, (so making it a proper name in the sense of
$0r ) or erse how it has

it a form in the sense of $02).
In view of our postulation of two truth-values ($0a), we impose the requirement that the semantical rules, if they are to be said to provide an
valuesl2z (so making

interpretation, must be such that the axioms d.enote truth-values (if they
are names) or have always truth-values as values (if they are forms), and
the same must hold of the conclusion of any immediate inference if it holds
of the premisses. In using the formalized language, only those well-formed
formulas shall be capable of being asserted which denote truth-values (if
l22Beca.use,of_the

possibility of misunderstanding, we avoid the wordings..what it
denotes"
and "what values it has_,'
in one of the logistic systems of chapter X we may find a well-formed
- For_exa_mple,
formula
which, under a principal interpretation of the system, is interpreted as denoting:
the greatest positive integer z such that I f rzr is piime, , being ihosen as the least
even positive integer corresporrding to which there iJ such a greate.-st positive integer ra.
Thus the semantical rules do in a iense determine what thiJ formuli denotes, bu1 the
remoteness of this determination is measured by the difficulty of the mathematical
problem which must be solved in order to identiiy in some moie familiar manner the
positive integer which the formula denotes, o. e.re, to say whether or not the formula
denotes l.
Again_in the logistic system F1h of chapter rrr (or Ao of chapter v) taken with its
prin_cipal interpretation, there is a well-formed formula which, aCcording to the semantical rules, denotes the truth-value thereol that every even number gr"eater than 2 is
the sum of two prime numbers. To say that the semintical rules detJrmine what this
Iormula denotes seems to anticipate the solution o{ a famous problem, and it may be
better to think of the rules as- determining indirectly what- the foimula expresses.
Il.assigning ho_w (rather than what) a naie denotes-we are in effect fixing iti sense,
a-nd rn assigrring how a form has values we fix the correspondence of sensJ values of
the.form (see footnote 27) to concepts of values of its varia'bles. (This statement of the
matter will be- sufflci_ently,precise for our present purposes, though it remains vague
to the extent that we have left the meaning of "sense" uncertain-sie footnotes 15, t7,)
be-seen in particular examples 6elow (such as rules a-g of $10, or rures a-i
.It will
S.30, o.r rules a-( of g30) that in most of our semantical rules trrE expticit assertion is
:j
that certain well-formed formulas, usually on certain conditions, are io denote certain
things or to have certain values. rlowever, as just explained, this explicit assertion is
so chosen as to give implicitly also the sense or ihe senie values. No aoubt a fuller treatment of semantics must have additional rules stating the sense or the sense values explicitly, but this would take us into territory stili unexplored.
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tlrcy are names) or have always truth-values as values (if they are forms);
nntl only those shall be capable of being rightly asserted which denote truth
(if they are names) or have always the value truth (if they are forms). Since
It is intended that proof of a theorem shall justify its assertion, we call an
intcrpretation of a logistic system sound. if, under it, all the axioms either
tlcnote truth or have always the value truth, and if further the same thing
hultls of the conclusion of any immediate inference if it holds of the premisses.
In the contrary case we call the interpretation unsounil. A formalized language is called sound or unsound according as the interpretation by which
It is obtained from a logistic system is sound or unsound. And an unsound
irrtcrpretation or an unsound language is to be rejected.
(The requirements, and the definition of soundness, in the foregoing paragrtph are based on two truth-values. They are satisfactory foreveryformal-

lzed language which will receive substantial consideration in this book.
lltrt they must be modified correspondingly, in case the scheme of two truthvulues is modified-cf. the remark in 919.)
'l'he semantical rules must in the first instance be stated in a presupposed
nnd therefore unformalized meta-language, here taken to be ordinary
llnglish. Subsequently, for their more exact study, we may formalize the
trurtaJanguage (using a presupposed meta-meta-language and following the
nurthod already described for formalizing the object language) and restate
tlur semantical rules in this formalized language. (This leads to the subject

ol

scmantics ($09).)
As a condition of rigor, we require that the proof of a theorem (of the ob-

Jct:t language) shall make no reference to or use of any interpretation, but
rlrrrll proceed purely by the rules of the logistic system, i.e., shall be a prool

Itt tlrc sense defined above for logistic systems. Motivation for this is threefokl, three rather different approaches issuing in the same criterion. In the

firxt place this may be considered a more precise formulation of the tradilhrrrrrl distinction between form and matter ($00) and of the principle that
llu: validity of an argument depends only on the form-the form of a
1lt'oof in a logistic system being thought of as something common to its
nrcnnings under various interpretations of the logistic system. In the second
pltt<rr this represents the standard mathematical requirement of rigor that
n ;lroof must proceed purely from the axioms without use of anything
(lurwover supposedly obvious) which is not stated in the axioms; but this
rer;trircment is here modified and extended as follows: that a proof must
t)rocccd purely from the axioms by the rules of inference, without use of
nrrything not stated in the axioms or any method of inference not validated

{o7
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by the rules. Thirdly there is the motivation that the logistic system

is

relatively secure and definite,

as compared to interpretations which we may
wish to adopt, since it is based on a portion of English as meta-language so
elementary and restricted that its essential reliability can hardly be doubted
iI mathematics is to be possible at all.
It is also important that a proof which satisfies our foregoing condition
of rigor must then hold under any interpretation of the logistic system, so
that there is a resulting economy in proving many things under one process.123 The extent of the economy is just this, that proofs identical in form
but different in matter need not be repeated indefinitely but may be suntmarized once for all.1za
Though retaining our freedom to employ any interpretation that may be
found use{ul, we shall indicate, for logistic systems set up in the following
chapters, one or more interpretations which we have especially in mind for
the system and which shall be called the principal, interpretations.

The subject of formal logic, when treated by the method of setting up a
formalized language, is called syzzbolic logi,c, or rnathematical,logic, or l,ogistic.ra'

The method itself we shall call the logistic

method,.

l2sThis remark has now long been {amiliar in connection with the axiomatic method
(see below).
l2aThe summarizing of a proof according to its form may indeed be represented to a
certain extent, by the use of variables, within one particular {ormalized language.
But, because of restricted ranges of the variables, such summarizing is less comprehensive in its scope than is obtained by formalizing in a logistic system whose interpretation
is left open.

in mathematics

The procedure of formalizing a proof in a logistic system and then employing the
formalized proof under various different interpretations of the system may be thought
of as a mere device for brevity and convenience of presentation, since it would be possible instead to repeat the proof in full each time it were used with a new interpretation.
From this point of view such use of the meta-language may be allowed as being in
principle dispensable and therefore not violating the demand ({ootnote l2l) for ari independent object language.
(If on the other hand we wish to deal rigorously with the notion of logical form of
proofs, this must be in a particular formalized language, namely a formalized metalanguage of the language of the proofs. Under the program of $02 each variable of this
meta-Ianguage will have a fixed range assigned in advance, according, perhaps, with the
theory of types. And the notion of form which is dealt with must therefore be correspondingly restricted, it would seem, to proofs of a fixed class, taking no account of
sameness of form between proofs of this class and others (in the same or a different
language). Presumably our informal references to logical form in the text are to be
modified in this way before they can be made rigorous-cf. 909.)
1251'he writer prelers the term "mathematical logic," understood as meaning logic
treated by the mathematical method, especially the formal axiomatic or logistic method.
But both this term and the term "symbolic logic" are often applied also to logic as
treated by a less fully formalized rnathematical method, in particular to the "algebra
oI logic," which had its beginning in the publications of George Boole and Augustus
De Morgan in 1847, and received a comprehensive treatment in Ernst Schr<ider's
Voilesu*gen iibey die Algebra der Logih (1890-f905). The term "logistic" is more defi-
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';rrrriliirr in rnathcrnatics is thc axiomaric methorl, according to which a
,f rnathenratics bcgins with a list of. und,efineil terms and a list of
rrrr:irrrrrlrtirrrrs, or postul,ates involving these terms, and the theorems are to
lx' rkrrivccl from the postulates by the rnethods of formal logic.rzo If the last
rrhr;rsr: is left unanalyzed, formal logic being presupposed. as already known,
wr slurll say that the development is by the inlorrnal axioruatic method,.rzt
Arrrl irr the opposite case we shall speak of the lormal axioruatic method..
'l'lu: formal axiomatic
method thus differs from the logistic method only
ltr tlrr: following two ways:
(l ) In the logistic system the primitive symbols are given in two categrrli.s: lhe l,ogical, prim'itiae symbols, thought of as pertaining to the underlyrrrg logic, and the undelined term.s, thought of as pertaining to the particular
lr*rrrch of mathematics. correspondingly the axioms are divided into two
the logical axioms, which are well-formed formulas containing
'irlcgrrries:
rrrrly logical primitive symbols, and the postulates,rz} which involve arso
f

Irrrrrrr:lr

llr. rrndefined terms and are thought of as determining the special branch of
nrrrllrcmatics. The rules of inference, to accord with the rrod
of
"o.r""ption

,,tt,'tv r""t.i"t"dtoth-e methoddescribedin this section, and has also the advantage that
tl rr rrrore easily made an adjective. (Sometimes "logistic,, has been used withipecial
rll|rt:nce to the school of Russell or to the Frege-Russell doctrine that mathematics
lr rr lrranch of logic*cf. footnote 845. But *e shall follow the more common usage
whir:h attaches no such special meaning to this word.)
"l,,gica mathematica" and "logisticat were both used by G. w. v. Leibniz along
willr "calculus ratiocinator," and many other synonyms, for the calculus of reasonin[
wlrir:lr he proposed but never developed beyond some brief and inadequate (thougi
:tgrrificant) .fragments. Boole.us.ed._th1 exprlssions "mathematical anal]sis of'Iogicl,,
'_'rrr'thematical theory of logic.f' "Matheiratische Logik,, was used by schroder in
I H77, ''mat6matiddska6 logika" (Russian) by platon poietsky in 1884, "logica matemalt,rr.".(rtalian)_by Giuseppe Peano in 1a9r.-"Symbolic logic;'.""-" io hJve been first
rrrrrrl by John.Venn-(in The.Pr,inceton Reuiew, lgg0), th6ugh Boole speaks o{,,symlrrlit:al reasoning." The word "Iogistic" and its analogues in-other langriages originally
rrr';rut the art of calculation or common arithmetic. -Its modern use fir iathematicil
L rpii' dates from the rnternational congress of philosophy
of 1g04, where it was proposed
Irrrhrpendently by rtelson, Lalande, and couturat. other terms found in the literature
rrr''logischer-calcul" (GottfriedPloucquet 1766), "algorithme logique,, (G. F. castillon
"calculus of logic"._(Boole 1847), ,,calculus df irf"r"rr""Y, (De Morgan fg47),
.lHt)t),
"l,rgique.algorithmique" (J. R. L. Deiboeuf 1876), .,Logikkalkul), (Schro?er I877i,
''l.lrr:oretische L-ogik"-_(Hilbert and Ackermann tsz's). A1-so ,.Boo1e,s logical algebra',;
{{'. s' Peirce 1870f "'logique arg6brique de Boole" (Louis Liard 1877i, "arge-bra of
lrpgic" (Alexander Macfarlane lg7g, e. S. eeirce ISSO;.
rsoAccounts of the axiomatic
method may of course be found in many mathematical
l.xlbooks and-other publications. An espeiially good exposition is in the rntroduction
,,,.-Y:P1"1 and Young's projectiue Geoinetry,
rs'This is the method of most mathematital "o.-t. t ltOtO;.
treatises, which proceed axiomatically
lrrrl. are not specifically about logic-in particurar of veblen u'od yoorrg (preceding
lool.note).
r!8The words

"axiom" and "postulate" have been variousry used, either as syrotrwith_varying distinctions between them, by the present *rit".
oih"rs.
lrr this book, however, the terminology here sei forth witt ue Iollowed
"-org
closely.
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tlrc axiomatic rrrt:tlrrxl, lrrusl irll lx: tal<t:n ts lrckrngittg to tlrc turclcrlying
logic. Ancl, though thcy may make rcfercncc to particular undefined
terms or to classes of primitive symbols which include undefined terms,
they must not involve anything which, subjectively, we are unwilling to
assign to the underlying logic rather than to the special branch of mathematics.l2e

(2) In the interpretation the semantical rules are given in two categories.
Those of the first category fix those general aspects of the interpretation
which may be assigned, or which we are willing to assign, to the underlying
logic. And the rules of the second category determine the remainder of the
interpretation. The consideration of different representations or interpretations of the system of postulates, in the sense of the informal axiomatic
method, corresponds here to varying the semantical rules of the second
category while those of the first category remain fixed.
08. Syntax. The study of the purely formal part of a formalized language
in abstraction from the interpretation, i.e., of the logistic system, is called
syntax, or, to distinguish it from the narrower sense of "s1mtax" as concerned with the formation rules alone,13o l,ogical syntax.rsr The meta-language
used in order to study the logistic system in this way is called the syntax
langwage.rsL

We shall distinguish between elementary syntat( and theoretical syntax.
The elementary syntax of a language is concerned with setting up the
logistic system and with the verification of particular well-formed formulas,
l2oOrdinarily, e.g., it would be allowed that the rules of inference should treat differently two undefined terms intended one to denote an individual and one to denote a
class of individuals, or two undefined terms intended to denote a class of individuals
and a relation between individuals; but not that the rules should treat differently two
undefined terms intended both to denote a class of individuals. But no definitive controlling principle can be given.
The subjective and essentially arbitrary character of the distinction between what

pertains to the underlying logic and what to the special branch of mathematics is illustrated by the uncertainty which sometimes arises, in treating a branch of mathematics
by the informal axiomatic method, as to whether the sign of equality is to be considered
as an undelined term (for which it is necessary to state postulates). Again it is illustrated
by Zermelo's treatment of axiomatic set theory in his paper of 1908 (cf. Chapter XI)
in which, following the informal axiomatic method, he introduces the relation e of
membership in a set as an undefined term, though this same relation is usually assigned
to the underlying logic when a branch of mathematics is developed by the informal
axiomatic method.

lsoCf. Iootnote 116.
l3rThe terminology is due to Carnap inbis Logische Syntax der Sprache (1934), translated into English (with some additions) as The Logical Syntax ol Language (1937). In
connection with this book see also reviews of it by Saunders Maclane ittbe Bulletin
ol tke American Motkematical Society, vol.44 (1938), pp. 171-f76, and by S. C. Kleene

in. The Journol

ol

Symbolic Logic,

vol.4

(1939), pp. 82-87.
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oo[s irs [x:inl{ strr:lr. '['lte syrrttrx llLnguage
t., llrl tr"'lricllrl portiorr oI lirrglislr. whi<:h was tlcrscribetl in thc {oregoing
,,r, lr,,n, or ;r ('()r'r'('slxrrr<lirrgly rcstrictcd formalized meta-language, and the
,r
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r',1rr('nrlrls ol c[[r:t:tivcrrt:ss, (I)-(IV). must be observed. The demonstralr,,l ,l rl'.rivr,rl rult:s arr<l theorern schemata, in the sense of $$12,33, and
llr, rr ,rlrlrlicrrliorr in ltirrticular cases are also considered to belong to ele:;yrrl;rx, lrroviclcd that the requirement of effectiveness holds which
t,, r rlrl;rirrr.tI irr Ql2.
I lrlorr,licrrl syntax, on the other hand, is the general mathematical theory
,,1 ,r l.,ir:;lic systcrn or systems and is concerned with all the consequences of
llr, rr l,rrrrrrrl sl.ructure (in abstraction from the interpretation). There is no
l ,trrr lr,rrr irrrposed as to what is available in the syntax language, and rerlurr.rrrr.rrls o[ r:ffectiveness are or may be abandoned. Indeed the syntax
l,rrl.r.rli(, rrr:ry ltc capable of expressing the whole of extant mathematics. But
tl lr,r1 ,rlso sornctimes be desirable to use a weaker syntax language in order
t,, ' rlrrlril n,sults as obtained on this weaker basis.
I rlr, :rny lrranch of mathematics, theoretical syntax may, and ultimately
rrrr',1 , lx' strrrlicd by the axiomatic method. Here the inforrnal and the formal
,r\r.rr,rlir' rru:thod share the important advantage that the particular
, lr,rr,rr lr.r'ol lhe symbols and formulas of the object language, as marks upon
l',rl','r, ,,r)ull(ls, or the like, is abstracted from, and the pure theory of the
,,lrrr, lur{, o[ the logistic systern is developed. But the forrnal axiomatic
lrr llr,rl llxr syntax language being itself formalized according to the pro1,r,rrrr ,l \{)7, by employing a meta-meta-language-has theadditionalad\ ,r rrl,rt,,. oI cxhibiting more definitely the basis on which results are obtained,
.rrr,l ,l llrrrilying the way and the extent to which certain results may be
,rl,t.rrrrr.rl on a relatively weaker basis.
lr llrrs lxrok we shall be concerned with the task of formalizing an object
l.rr,1,rr.rJ,r., ru'rd theoretical syntax will be treated informally, presupposing
rr ,ur\'(()nnection such general knowledge of mathematics as is necessary
l,,r llr. work at hand. Thus'we do not apply even the informal axiomatic
rrrr Ilr,rI lo our treatment of syntax. But the reader must always understand
llr,rl ,,yrrlirctical discussions are carried out in a syntax language whose formtrlr/,rlion is ultimately contemplated, and distinctions based upon such
l,,r nr,rlrzrlion may be relevant to the discussion.
lrr:,rrclr informal development of syntax, we shal think of the syntax
l.rllirr,r1ir. as being a different language from the object language. But the
,, ,'. l ri li ty is important that a sufficiently
adequate object language may be
,,rl,,rlrl, o[ expressing its own syntax, so that in this case the ultimate forrrrr rrl,rr 1,
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malization of the syntax languagc may if desircd consist in idcntifying it
with the object language.lss
We shall distinguish between theorems ol the object language and theo.
rems of the syntax language (which often are theorems about the object
language) by calling the latter syntactical theorems. Though we demonstrate
syntactica-l theorems informally, it is contemplated that the ultimate formalization of the syntax language shall make them theorems in the sense of $07,
i.e., theorems of the syntax language in the same sense as that in which we
speak of theorems of the object language.
We shall require, as belonging to the syntax language: first, names of the
various symbols and formulas of the object language; and secondly, variables which have these symbols and formulas as their values. The former
will be called syntactical, cctnstants, and the latter, syntactical aariables.tz}
As syntactical variables we shall use the following: as variabres whose
range is the primitive symbols of the object language, bold Greek small
letters (a, 9, y, etc.); as variables whose range is the primitive constants and

variables of the object language-see footnote ll7-bold roman small
letters (a, b, c, etc.); as variables whose range is the formulas of the object
language, bold Greek capitals (f, A, etc.); and as variables whose range is
the well-formed formulas o{ the object language, bold roman capitals (A,
B, C, etc.). Wherever these bold letters are used. in the following chapters
the reader must bear in mind that they are not part of the symbolic apparatus of the object language but that they belong to the syntax language
and serve the purpose of talking about the object language. In use of the
object language as an independent language, bold letters do not appear
(just as English words never appear in the pure text of a Latin author

though they do appear in a Latin grammar written in Engtish).
As a preliminary to explaining the device to which we resort for syntactical constants, it is desirable first to consider the situation in ordinary
132cf. footnote 109. rn particular the developments
of chapter vrrr show that the
logistic system of chapter vrr is capable of exprlssing its own i1'ntax if given a suitable
interpretation different from the principal inlerpretition of clapter v1r, namely, an
interpretation in which the symbols and formulas-o{ the logistic sys-tem itself are counted
among the individuals, as well as aII finite sequences of such formulas, and the functional
const_ant s is given an appropriate (quite complicated) interpretation, details oI which
ggy_b" made out by following the scheme of G6del numbers that is set forth in chapter

VIII.

l$sciven the apparatus of syntactical variables, we could actually avoid the
use o[
syntactical constants by resorting to appropriate circumlocutions in cases where slmtactical constants would otherwise seem to be demanded. rndeed the example of lhe
preceding footnote illustrates this, as will become clear in connection with the cited
chapters. But it is more natural and convenient, especially in an informal treatment of
sytrtax, to allow free use of syntactical constants.
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r,p,lr,,lr, rvrllr rro lotrrurlizr:rl olrjt:r:t ltLrrgtrirgc spccilrlly

in question. Wc must
tlurt lirrglish is not a formalized language and the
,,r'.r'rlrlrl rrrrr:r.r'tirirrty us to whitt arc its formation rules, rules of inference,
,rrll '.r'rrr,rrrlicrrl rtrk:s, tlrt: txrntcnts of ordinary English grammars and dicI tr rr r,r r rr", 1rr ov ir lirrg only some incomplete and rather vague approximations
l" ,,lr lr r rrlr,s. llrrt, with such reservations as this remark implies, we go on to
,
"r',rrl{.r llrr, rrsc of Iinglish in making syntactical statements about the
lrrl,r rrlo

.rr

r'oulll lltr:

[:u:t.

l' rr;'lr'.lr l,rrrgrurgt' itsclf.

l,rr,r;rrr.rrlly forurtl in practice is the use of English words awtonymously (to
rrrlrr;rl ,1 lr.r'rrrirrokigy due to Carnap), i.e., as names of those same words.134
l'r,rrrrlrlr,.; iut: srrch statements as "The second letter of man is a vowel,"
[\l,rrr r', rrr,rrrosyllabic," "Man is a noun with an irregular plural." Of course

tl

r', r.rlrivor:al

to use the same word, man, both as a proper name of the
by the thirteenth, first, fourteenth letters of
tlr, .rllrlrrrlx't in that order, and as a common name (see footnote 6) of
lr rllr.rh'ss plantigrade biped mammalslss-but an equivocacy which, like
l'rr11lr.,lr rvorrl which is spelled

in the natural languages, is often both convenient and harmless.
there would otherwise.be real doubt of the meaning, it may be

rrr,rrr1' oIlrt.r's

\\lr.rrlvcl

r, ru,,\'r'rl lrytheuseof addedwordsinthesentence,orbytheuseof quotation
rrr,rrl,.,. or of italics, as in: "The word man is monosyllabic"; "'Man' is
rrr,,rr,,',yllrrbic" ; " Man is monosyllabic."

l,,,ll,wirrg the convenient and naturai phraseology of Quine, we may
,lr ,lrrrylrrislr between wse and e tiorl of a word or symbol. In "Man is a
r,r tri,nrl irrrimal" the word "man" is used but not mentioned. In "The Englr',lr lrrrrrslirtion of the French wordhomme has three letters" the word "man"
r, rrr.rrlioncd but not used. In "Man is a monosyllable" the word "man" is
l,,,llr rrrcrrtioned and used, though used in an anomalous manner, namely
rrlorrytttously.
l'rr'1it, introduced the device of systematically indicating autonymy by
,;rrrrl:rlion marks, and in his later publications (though not in the Begriffs',, ht rlt) words and symbols used autonymously are enclosed in single quotalr,,r urirrks in all cases. This has the effect that a word enclosed in single
.r

I rr I

rr,'lr'

rr I lrc

terminology of the Scholastics, use of a word as a name of itself, i.e., to de-

I as a word, was called suppositio

ruater,ialis. Opposed to this as suppositio
l,'trtrrrlis was the use of a noun in its proper or ordinary meaning. This terminology is
,,,rr.l iures still convenient.
I I rl v:trious further distinctions of supposi,tiones are too cumbrous, and too uncertain,
f ,, l,r' rrsable. All of them, like that between swpposi,ti.o matey,iali,s and.
lornaalis, reler to
1,, , rrlirrrities and irregularities of meaning which are found in many natural languages
l,rrl u,lrich have to be eliminated in setting up a lorgralized language.
rxL'f'() follow a definition found in The Century Dictionary,
1t51'f
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quotation marks is to be treated as a different word {rom that without the
quotation marks-as if the quotation marks were two additional letters in
the speliing of the word-and equivocacy is thus removed by providing two

rr,llring equivocal in using the symbols and formulas of the object language
irrrlorrymously in the syntax language, provided that care is taken that no
l',r rrrrrla of the object language is also a formula of the syntax language in

different words to correspond to the different meanings. Many recent writers
follow Frege in this systematic use of quotation marks, sorne using double
quotation marks in this way, and others foilowing Frege in using single
quotation marks for the purpose, in order to reserve double quotation marks
for their regular use as punctuation. As the reader has long since observed,
Frege's systematic use of quotation marks is not adopted in this book.136
But we may employ quotation marks or other devices from time to time,
especially in cases in which there might otherwise be real doubt of the

,rrry other wise than as an autonym. Therefore we adopt the following

meaning.
To return to the question of syntactical constants for use in developing the
syntax of a formalized object language, we find that there is in this case
l36Besides being rather awkward in practice, such systematic use of quotation marks
is open to some unfortunate abuses and misunderstandings. One of these is the misuse
of quotation marks as if they denoted a function from things (of some category) to
names of such things, or as if such a function might be employed at all without some
more definite account of it. Related to this is the temptation to use in the role of a
syntactical variable the expression obtained by enclosing a variable of an object language in quotation marks, though such an expression, correctly used, is not a variabie
of any kind, and not a form but a constant.
AIso not uncomrnon is the f41se impression that trivial or self-evident propositions
are expressed in suoh statements as the {ollowing: ' 'Snow is white' is true if and onl.y

if snow is white' (Tarski's example); ''Snow is white'means that snow is white';
' 'Cape Town' is the [or a] name of Cape Town.'
This last misunderstanding may arise also in connection with autonymy. A useful
method of combatting it is that of .Lranslation into another language (cf. a remark by
C. H. Langfordin The Journal ol Symbolic Logi,c, vol.2 (1537), p. 53). For example,

the proposition that 'Cape Town' is the name of Cape Town wouid be conveyed thus
to an Italian (whom we may suppose to have no knowledge of English) : ' 'Cape Town'
d il nome di Citta del Capo.' Assuming, as we may, that the Italian words have exactly
the same sense as the English words of which we use them as transiations-in particular
that'Citti del Capo'has the same sense as'Cape Town' and that' 'Cape Town' ' has
the same sense in Italian as in English-we see that the Italian sentence and its English
translation must express the very same proposition, which can no more Lre a triviality
when conveyed in one language than it can in another.
The foregoing example may be clarified by recalling the remark of footnote 8 that
the name relation is properly a ternary reiation, and may be reduced to a binary relation only by fixing the language in a particular context. Thus we have the more explicit English sentences: ' 'Cape l-own'is the English name of Cape Town'; ' 'Citti. del
Capo' is the Italian name of Cape Town.' The Italian translations are: ' 'Cape Town' d
iI nome inglese di Citti del Capo'; ' 'Cittd de1 Capo' d iI nome italiano di Citta del Capo.'
OJ the two propositions in question, the first one has a false appearance of obviousness
when expressed in English, the illusion being dispelled on translation into Italian;
the second one contrariwise does not seem obvious or trivial when expresscrl in linglislt,
but on translation into Italian acquircs thc appoarzlnce of being so.
(In tho thrr:t: procctling p:lr:rgraphs of tlris lootnotrr, wc havr: krllowcrl lirr,,{c's systt:matic usc ofsinglc rlrrr>trr.tion rrr;rrl<s, anrl tlrr: p;rr;lgr;rplrs:trr: lo ltc rt::ltl lvil.lt tlr:rl. ttttrlr:rst:rtttlirtg. r\s cxplrtirrc<1, wt: tkr ttot lirlIorv t.lris rrsrtg<: r:lscwltt'rc.)

l'he primitiue syrnbols ol the obiect language uil,l be used, in, the syntax
li,tl:ttdl:c as na.m,es ol themselues, and, iuxtaposition will, be used, lor,jwx,tal,,ttiliott,.737
'l lris is the ordinary usage in mathernatical writing, and has the advantage
,,1 lrr.irr11 self-explanatory. Though we employ
only informally, it is also

it

rr.,r,lily :rtlapted to incorporation in a formalized syntax languagelss (and in
l,r, I rrrort: so than the convention of quotation marks).
,\,, :r precaution against equivocation, we shall hereafter avoid the
I'r,r( li{r('-which might otherwise sometimes be convenient-of borrowing
l.rrrrllls of the object language for use in the syntax language (or other
rrr.l,r l;rrrguage) with the same meaning that they have in the object
l,rrrlirr:113.. 'I-hus in all cases where a single symbol or a formula of
llr, ,rlrit,r:t. language is.found as a constituent in an trnglish sentence,
tl r'. lo lx: understood in accordance w'ith the italicized rule above, i.e.,
,r rt I

r r11

1'1111v1151y.

',rrr,.wc shall later often introduce conventions {or abbreviating wellI,rurrr.rl |orruulas of an object language, some additional explanations will
1,, 11,.,,'.,, ',r'u concerning the use of syntactical variables and syntactical
r.11 ,1,1j11,; (rrrr<l concerningautonymy)

inconnectionwithsuchabbreviations.

lr, ., 11,111 lrc indicated in $lt, where such abbreviations first appear. tsut,
, , rl,l,rirr,,rl in that section, the abbreviations themselves and therefore
,,r,\ '.1,r., r;rl rrsliges in connection with them are dispensable in principle,
lr,'\\, \,.r n(.(('ssAry practically. In theoretical discussions of syntax and in
l,,rlr' rl,r irr irrrnalizing the syntax language, the matter of abbreviations
,,1 r,ll l,r rrrcrl formulas may be ignored.
I

"'l, ,lrrrl.rpor;itionwillbouscdinthesyntaxlanguageasabinaryconnectivehaving
li, ,,t,, r.rtr,,r ,,1 iu\l;ll)osit.ion as its associated function. Technically, some added nor,r,,,r r, rr,,'rllrl lo slrrw association, or some convention about the matter, such as
il,,r',1 ,,,,,,r,r1r)ntol.lrclclt.(asinQll).Butinpractice,becauseoftheassociativity
I t,'rt rl"',rtrlrr, llrr.rr: is rro rlifficrrlty in this respect.
"'llrr r,. ,rl r ornsr., orr lltc :r"ssum1>tion that the syntax language is a different lanr.,,,,, l,,,rr llr,,,rlrjr.t:1. l;rrrgtr:t"gc.
lr ,rr tlr, r,rrlr.rr1, ;r Iorrrrrrlizr:rl l:rrrguir.gt: is to contain names of its own formulas,
il, " r rr rrrr, ,rl ,r I'rt llllllt lrrrrsl. orrlirr;rrily rtot lrc that formula. E.g., a variable
| , l ,rt,l.l., .rrrlr;l rrol ll., irr llr;r.t s:r.rrrc l:rrrgrr;lgr., iLlso a name o{ itself ; for a ploper
', ,',,, ,,1 ,, '.rr t.rl,ll t i rr) v;lr iirlrlc lrttl ;r consl;rtrt (rrs;rlrc;ttly rernarked, in another con.'

,' r

lr I,,'rtrrutr. Iil{l)
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09. Semantics. Let us imagine the users of a formalized language,
say a written language, engaged in writing down well-formed formulas of
the language, and in assembling sequences of formulas which constitute
chains of immediate inferences or, in particular, proofs. And let us imagine
an observer of this activity who not only does not understand the language
but refuses to believe that it is a language, i.e., that the formulas have
meanings. He recognizes, let us say, the syntactical criteria by which formulas are accepted as well-formed, and those by which sequences of wellformed formulas are accepted as immediate inferences or as proo{s; but he
supposes that the activity is merely a game-analogous to a game of chess
or, better, to a chess problem or a game of solitaire at cards-the point of

the game being to discover unexpected theorems or ingenious chains of
inferences, and to solve puzzles as to whether and how some given formula
can tre proved or can be inferred from other given formulas.l8e
To this observer the s5rmbols have only such meaning as is given to them
by the rules of the game-only such meaning as belongs, for example, to
the various pieces at chess. A formula is for him like a position on a chessboard, significant only as a step in the game, which leads in accordance
with the rules to various other steps.
All those things about the language which can be said to and understood
by such an observer while he continues to regard the use of the language as
merely a game constitute the (theoretical) syntax of the language. But those
things which are intelligible only through an understanding that the wellformed formulas have meaning in the proper sense, e.g., that certain of them
express propositions or that they denote or have values in certain ways,
belong to the semantics of the language.
Thus the study of the interpretation of the language as an interpretation
is called semantics.Lao The name is applied especially when the treatment is
comparison oI the rules of arithmetic to those of a game of chess was made by
(1898) and figures in the controversy between Thomae and Frege (1903Thomae
J.
1OOS;. I.fr".u-" to-pu.ion was used by Herminn WeyI (1924).in order to describe
Hilbert's program of'metaynotheynati,cs oi syntax of a mathematical object language.
rno15" frufr" (or its analogue in Polishi was introduced by Tarski in a.paper--in
Przegtqd Fi,tozoficzny, vol. 39"(1936), pp. SO-SZ, translated into German as "Grundlegrrg"ALr wissenschaitlichen Semantiti'i,' Actes dw Congri.s International d,e Phi,losoph'i.e
publications in th; field of semantics are: Tarski's
(f 986). Other important -Dedwhcyinych
Sairtl1lqu,
(1933), afterwards transfated into
eoigc;i 'prabay a Jezyhach- Nauh
Geiman (and an im"poitant appendix added) as "Der Wahrheitsbegrif{ in den formalisierten bprachen"-r,- Stud'iibhilosophica, vol. I (1936) pp.26l-405;-and Carnap's
Introd,wcti,in to Semantics (1g42). Concerning Carnapts book see a review by the present
writer in The Philosophical Reu'iew, vol. 52 (l9a3), pp. 298-304 - The word sevnantics has various other meanings, most of them older than that in
question here. care must be taken to avoid confus-ion on this account. But in this book
thc worcl will have always t1c onc mcaning, intcndecl to bc the santc (or substantially
13eA
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in a formalized meta-language. But in this book we shall not go beyond some
unformalized semantical discussion, in ordinary English.
Theorems of the semantical meta-language will be called semantical, theo'
lctns, and both semantical and syntactical theorems will be ca)led metatheorctns, in order to distinguish them from theorems of the object language.
As appears from the work of Tarski, there is a sense in which semantics
can be reduced to syntax. Tarski has emphasized especially the possibility
of finding, for a given formalized language, a purely syntactical property
of the well-formed formulas which coincides in extension with the semantical
lrroperty of being a true sentence. And inTarskl'sWahrheitsbegrilfraltheptoblcm of finding such a s5mtactical property is solved for various particular
formalized languages.laz But like methods apply to the two semantical conr:cpts of denoting and having values, so that syntactical concepts may be found
which coincide with them in extension.ra3 Therefore, if names expressing
rrr) :rs that in which it is used by Tarski, C. W. Morris (Foundations ol .the-Theory ol
,\'igr.s, 1938), Carnap, G. D. W. Berry (Haruard uniuersity, Swmtnar'ies ol Theses 19i12,
pp. 330-334).
r{rcited in the preceding footnote.
r{i'I'arski solvesilso, foivarious particular Iormalized languages, the problem of
flntling a syntactical relation which coincides in extension with the semantical relation

of satisfying a propositional form.
t

n a papei publist ed

in M onatshelte liir M athematih und. Physih, vol. 42, no.

I

(1935),

tlrorcfoiefatel than Tarski's Poigeie Prawdy but earlier than the German translation

nrrrl its appendix, Carnap also solves both problems (of finding syntactical e,quivalents
of bcing iirue sentence-and of satisfying Jpropositional form) {or a particular formallrcrl lariguage and in fact for a stronger Ianguage than any for which this had previously
lrqrrr do-ne by Tarski. carnap's procedure can be simplified in the light of Tarski's

by Kleene in his review cited in footnote l3l.
'iln
()n the theory of
we are here adopting, the semantical concepts of
mean
oi-meaning-which

rrppcnclix
rrrrpcndix or as suggested

lrrirrg a true sentence and o1 satis{ying a propositional form are reducible to those of
,l,,rr,iting and having values, and ihesi results of Tarski and Carnap are therefore
lrrrplicit in the statement of the following {ootnote.
irn14,r." explicitly, this may be done as fotlows. In $0?, in discussing the,semantical
rrrlr.s of a formalizld language, we thought of the concepts of denoting and oI having
vulur:s as being known in advance, and we lsed the semantical rules for the purpose
ul giving mearl.rg to the previously uninterpreted logistic system. But instead of this it
w,,rrkl trc possibi-e to giv-e no meining in a-dvance io the words "denote" and "have
vllrrr:s" os they occrrtl, the semanticil rules, and then to regard the semantical rules,
lnkr:n together, as constituting definitions of "denote" and "have values" (in the same

wny ilrai the formation rule! of a logistic system constitute a definition of "welll,,rirrrrrl"), The concepts expressed by-"denoie" and "have values" as thus defined
lrlkrng totheoretical iyntaxl nothing semantical having been used in their definition.
llrrt. t.hcy coincide in Lxtension with the semantical concepts of denoting and having
vrrlrrcs, ts applied to the particular formalized language.
'l'lrr: situat-i6n may be claiified by recalling that a particular logistic system may be
rxlrn:l.r:rl to have rnany sound interpretations, leading to many different assignments

ul ihrnotiltions and values to its well-Iormed formulas. These assignments of denotations
Iull virlllcs to the well-formed formulaS may be made as abstract correspondences, so
tlrrrl lhcir trcatmcnt bclongs to theoretical syntax. Semahtics begins when we decide

llrr! ul(,iuling oI thc wr:ll-foimcd lormulas by fixing a particular interpretation of the
r1,rlr,rrr.'l'lrr: tlistinction bctwecn scmantics antl syntax is found inthedifferentsignif-

t0
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thesc tw6 <xrrrcgpts irrrr llrt: orrly slxrr:iIit:ltlly st'tttltttti<:ltl (ttott-sytrtlrr:tit:itl)
primitive symbols 9f zr scmautical rnctir-lirrrguirl{o, it is lxrssilrlt: to turttsfortn
the semantical meta-larrguage into a syntax langtragc lly lt t:ltirrtgt: of irrtcrpretation which consists only in altering the sense of thosc llanlcs without
changing their denotations.
However, a sound syntax language capable of expressing such syntactical
equivalents of the semantical concepts of denoting and having values-or

even only a syntactical equivalent of the semantical property of truthmust ordinarily be stronger than the object language (assumed sound), in
the sense that there will be theorems of the syntax language o{ which no
translation (i.e., sentence expressing the same proposition) is a theorem o{
the object language. Else there will be simple elementary propositions about
the semantical concepts such that the sentences expressing the corresponding propositions about the syntactical equivalents of the semantical concepts are not theorems of the syntax language.laa
For various particular formalized languages this was proved (in effect)
by Tarski in his w ahrheitsbegril | . And Tarski's methodslas are such that they
can be applied to obtain the same result in many other cases-in particular
in the case of each oI the object languages studied in this book, when a
formalized s}mtax language of it is set up in a straightforward manner. No
doubt Tarski's result is capable of precise formulation and proo{ as a result
about a very general class of languages, but we shall not attempt this.
The significance of Tarski's result should be noticed as it affects the question of the use of a formalized language as semantical meta-language of
itself. A sound and sufficiently adequate language may indeed be capable
icance given to one particular interpretation and to its assignment of-denotations and
values Io the well-fo^rmed formulasi but within the domain of formal logic, including
pure syntax and pure semantics, nothing can be said about this dif{erent significance
except to postulate it as di{ferent.
Miny slmitar situations are familiar in mathematics. For instance, the distinction
betwe# plane Euclidean metric geometry and plane projective geometry may be {ound
in the different signi{icance givEn to one patiiculai straight line and one particular
eliiptic involution"on it. Andit seems not^unjustified to say that the sense in v'hich
seniantics can be reduced to syntax is like thit in which Euclidean metric geometly
can be reduced to projective geometry.
AII this suggests tfrat, in ordei to maintain the disti.ction o{ semantics from synta:<,
,'denote,,^.J:'h"r" values" should be introduce<l asundefinedtermsandtreatedbythe
axiomatic method. Our use of semantical rules is intended as a step towards this. And in
fact Tarski's 14/ahrhei,tsbegriff already contains the proposal of an axiomatic theoryof
truth as an alternative to t'hai of findiLg a syntactica[ eqirivalent of the concept o{ trut]r.
144A more precise statement of this will 6e touna in ihapter VIII, as it applies to the
special case of the logistic system of chapter vII when interpreted, in the manner
indicated in {ootnote f32, so as to be capable of expressing its own syntax'
l{sRelated to those used by Kurt Gddel in the prool o{ his incompleteness theorems,
set forth in Chapter VIIL

t( )t)
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ol r.xprr,ssirrg ils owrr syrrtirx (r:f. foottrotr. ll12) urrrl its own scrturtttir:s, irr
llrr.st.rrsr,of t:orrtlirring st'ntcnccs which t:xlrrcss itt lt:ast a very comprchcnrrvr,r'l;rss of tlur prolxlsitions of its syntax ancl its semantics. I3ut among
llrr,sr.scrrtcn<:cs, if certain very general conditions are satisfied, there will
nlw;rys lrt: truc sentences of a very elementary semantical character which
rrr, rrot thcorems-sentences to the effect, roughly speaking, that such and
theblankbeing {illed
nrrlh ir particular sentence is true if and only if
lry th:rt particular sentence.lao Hence, on the assumption that the language
-,
',irlisfics ordinary conditions of adequacy in other respects, not all the se-

nurrrtictl rules (in the sense of $07), when written as sentences of the lanliu;rH(:, are theorems.
( )n ar:count oi this situation, the distinction between object language and
rrrctir-language, which first arises in formalizing the object language, rerrrrins of importance even a{ter the task of formalization is complete for
lxrtlr the object language and the meta-language.

lrr concluding this Introduction, let us observe that much of what we
Iurvc been saying has been concerned with the relation between linguistic
r x plcssions and their meaning, and therefore belongs to semantics. However,
orrl interest has been less in the semantics of this or that particular language
llrrrtr in general features common to the semantics of many languages. And
vlly general semantical principles, imposed as a demand upon any language
lhrrt we wish to consider at all, have been put forward in some cases, notably
;rs:irrmptions (l), (2), (3) oI 901 and assumption (4) of 502.14?
Wc have not, however, attempted to formalize this semantical discussion,
()r'('ven to put the material into such preliminary order as would constitute
,r [irst step toward {ormalization. Our purpose has been introductory and
lxplanatory, and it is hoped that ideas to which the reader has thus been
rnformally introduced will be held subject to revision or more precise {orrrrrrlation as the development continues.
lirom time to time in the following chapters we shall interrupt the rigorous treatment of a logistic system in order to make an in{ormal semantical
;rsitle. Though in studying a logistic system we shall wish to hold its inter-

lrnrtation open, such semantical explanations about a system may serve in
rr0,\ more careful statement is given by Tarski.
Ily the results o{ Gode} referred to in the preceding footnote (or alternatively by
l rtrski's reduction of semantics to syntax), true syntactical sentences which are not
llrcorems must also be expected. But these are of notquite so elementaryacharacter.
A rrd the fundamental syntactical rules described in $07 may nevertheless aII be theorems
wlrcn written as sentences of the language.

t{tAnd assumption (5) o{ footnote

30.
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particular to show a motivation for consideration of it by indicating
its
principal interpretations (cf. $07). Except in this Introd.uction, semantical
passages uill, be distinguished
lrom others by being printed. in smaller type,
the small type seraing as a aarning that the materiar, is not part
ol the lorr,at
logistiq deaelopment and must not be wsed. as such.
As we have already indicated, it is contemprated that semantics itself
should ultimately be studied by the logistic method.
But if semantical passages in this Introduction and in later chapters are
to be rewritten in a formalized semantical language, certain refinements
become necessary. Thus if the semantical language is to be a
functional
calculus of order ar in the sense of chapter vI, or a language like
that of
chapter X, then various semantical terms, such as the term ..denote,,
introduced in $01, must give way to a murtipricity of terms of different
types,us and statements which we have made using these terms must
be
replaced by axiom schematal4e or theorem schematal4e with typical
ambi-

or if the semantical language should conform to some al.ternative
to the theory of types, changes of a different character would. be required.
In particular, following the Zermero set theory (chapter XI), we would. have
to weaken substantially the assumption mad.e in
that every singurary
suity.ree

$08

form has an associated function, and explanations regarding the notation
would have to be modified in some way in consequence.

i

. 'n:A11 the expressions of the _ranguage-formulas, or well-formed
formulas-may be
treated as values of (syntactical)
viriables of one type. But terms ,,denote,, of different
'denot"r
types are nevertheless necessary, because in "
_=_,,, "rt"irirrilgtrr" ri."t
blank with a syntactical variable or syntactic-Iionstant, wr6Eay
st1l {in iire s"cond
blank with a variable or constant oi any type.
Analogously, various other terms that we dire usea have to be
by a
multiplicity of terms of different types..This applies in particulai breplaced
LA;;;,;each
and the
coosequent weakening is especially striking in-the case of footnote g-riirich
must
become a scherna with typical ambiguity."

See also the remark in ihe last piragrapf, of footnote g7.
l{erhe terminology is exprained in-gg27]
80, BB, ana chapter vr. (The typical ambiguity re-quired here is ambfuuity with-iespe ct' to iype in the sense
described in footnote
578, and is therefore not thi same as theiypicar amuiguity
sas,
-entiorr"ain-footnote
which is ambiguity rather with respect io leuet.)

I. The Propositional Calculus
The name propositional calcul,usrn is given to any one of various logistic
systems-which, however, are all equivalent to one another in a sense which
will be made clear later. When we are engaged in developing a particular
one of these systems, or when (as often happens) it is unnecessary for the
purpose in hand to distinguish among the different systems, we speak of the
propositional calculus. Otherwise the various logistic systems are distinguished as various lormwlations of the propositional calculus.
The importance of the propositional calculus in one or another of its formulations arises from its frequent occurrence as a part of more extensive
logistic systems which are considered in this book or have been considered
elsewhere, the variables of the propositional calculus (propositional variables) being replaceable by sentences of the more extensive system. Because
of its greater simplicity, in many ways than other logistic systems which we
consider,, the propositional calculus also serves the purposes of introduction
and illustration, many of the things which we do in connection with it being
afterwards extended, with greater or less modification, to other systems.
In this chapter we develop in detail a particular formulation of the propositional calculus, the logistic system P1. Some other formulations will be
considered

/ , -/t

in the next chapter.

10. The primitive basis of
three improper symbols

Pr.150

The primitive symbols of P, are

[=]
(of which the first and third are called brackets) and one primitive constant

and an infinite

list of

i
variables

pqrsPrhrLslfrQz
(the order here indicated being called the atphabetic order of the variables).

The variables and the primitive constant are called proper

syrnbols.rsL

r6oHistorical questions in connection with the propositional calculus will be treated
briefly in the concluding section of Chapter II.
16rRegarding the terminology, see explanations in $07 and in Iootnote I17.

